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ABSTRACT
Coronary artery disease (CAD) resulting from atherosclerotic arterial changes,
plaques, is a progressive process, which can be asymptomatic for many years.
Asymptomatic CAD can cause a heart attack that leads to sudden death if the
vulnerable coronary plaque ruptures and causes artery occlusion. The plaque
inflammation plays an important role in the rupture susceptibility. Reliable
anticipation of rupture is still clinically impossible for a single patient. Detection of
the vulnerable coronary plaques before clinical signs remains a significant scientific
challenge where positron emission tomography (PET) can play an important role.
The aim of this dissertation was to find out whether a small, coronary plaque
size, heart structures could be detected by a clinically available positron emission
tomography and computed tomography (PET/CT) hybrid camera in realistically
moving cardiac phantoms, a minipig model, and patients with CAD. Due to cardiac
motions accurate detection of small heart structures are known to be problematic in
PET imaging. Due to absence of commercial application at the beginning of the
study, new dual gating method for cardiac PET imaging was developed and
programmed that takes into account both contraction and respiratory induced cardiac
motions.
Cardiac phantom PET studies showed that small, active and moving plaques can
be distinguished from myocardium activity and the gating methods improved the
detection sensitivity and resolution of the plaques. In minipig and CAD patient
cardiac PET studies small structures of myocardium and coronary arteries was
detected more sensitive and accurately when using dual gating method than
manufacturer gating methods. In cardiac patient PET study respiratory induced
cardiac motions were shown to be linearly dependent with spirometry-measured
respiratory volumes. Standard 3-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement can be
filtered by anesthesia monitor to detect lung impedance signal. In cardiac patient
PET study this lung impedance signal were applied for respiratory gating. In this
study was observed that the 3-lead ECG derived impedance signal gating method
detects respiratory induced cardiac motion in PET as well as other externally used
respiratory gating methods.
In summary, the dual gated cardiac PET method is more sensitive and accurate
to detect small cardiac structures, as coronary vessel wall pathology, than the
commercial methods used in the study.
KEYWORDS: Cardiac PET, respiratory gating, cardiac gating, coronary plaque
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Ateroskleroottisten valtimomuutosten, plakkien, seurauksena asteittain kehittyvä
sepelvaltimotauti voi olla vuosia oireeton. Oireeton sepelvaltimotauti voi aiheuttaa
äkkikuolemaan johtavan sydäninfarktin, mikäli sepelvaltimon seinämäplakin
repeytymisestä aiheutuu verisuonen tukkiva hyytymä. Tutkimuksissa on osoitettu,
että plakin tulehduksella on merkittävä rooli repeytymisalttiudelle. Repeytymisen
luotettava ennakointi on yksittäisen potilaan kohdalla edelleen kliinisesti mahdotonta. Tulehtuneiden ja repeytymisalttiiden sepelvaltimoplakkien toteaminen ennen
kliinisiä oireita on edelleen merkittävä tieteellinen haaste, missä positroniemissiotomografia (PET) kuvantamisella voi olla merkittävä rooli.
Väitöskirjan tavoitteena oli selvittää, voidaanko kliinisessä käytössä olevalla
positroniemissiotomografia ja tietokonetomografia (PET/TT) yhdistelmäkameralla
havaita pieniä, sepelvaltimoplakkien kokoisia, sydämen rakenteita koneellisesti
toimivissa todenmukaisissa sydänmalleissa, eläinmallissa ja sepelvaltimotautia
sairastavilla potilailla. Sydämen pienten rakenteiden tarkka havaitseminen PET/TTkameroilla on haasteellista sydämen liikkumisen vuoksi. Tutkimuksessa kehitettiin
ja ohjelmoitiin uusi sydämen PET-kuvantamisen liiketahdistusmenetelmä, joka ottaa
huomioon sekä sydämen supistusliikkeen että hengitysliikkeen vaikutuksen
sydämen PET kuvantamissa.
Koneellisilla sydänmalleilla osoitettiin, että PET on riittävän herkkä
havaitsemaan pieniä ja liikkuvia radioaktiivisia ”sepelvaltimoplakkeja”, ja että
liiketahdistusmenetelmät parantavat plakkien havaitsemisherkkyyttä ja tarkkuutta.
Eläinmallissa ja sepelvaltimotautipotilailla kaksoisliiketahdistusmenetelmän herkkyys ja tarkkuus havaita pieniä sydänlihaksen ja sepelvaltimoiden rakenteita todettiin kaupallisia tahdistusmenetelmiä paremmaksi. Potilastutkimuksissa todettiin
hengityksen aiheuttama sydämen liike PET-kuvissa lineaarisesti riippuvaiseksi
spirometrialla mitattujen hengitystilavuuksien kanssa. Tavallisesta 3-johtoisesta
sydänsähkökäyrästä voidaan anestesiamonitorin avulla suodattaa keuhkojen
impedanssisignaalia. Hengitysliikkeen aiheuttama potilaiden sydämen liike PETkuvissa havaittiin yhtä hyvin käyttämällä tätä keuhkojen impedanssisignaalia kuin
muita yleisesti käytettäviä ulkoisia hengitystahdistussignaaleja.
Todetaan, että kaksoisliiketahdistettu sydämen PET-kuvantamismenetelmä on
tutkimuksessa käytettyjä kaupallisia menetelmiä herkempi ja tarkempi havaitsemaan
sydämen pieniä rakenteita sekä sepelvaltimon seinämän tulehdusplakkeja.
AVAINSANAT: Sydämen PET, sydämen kaksoisliiketahdistus, sepelvaltimoplakki
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1

Introduction

Atherosclerosis is a slowly evolving vascular inflammatory disease and is
characterized by accumulation of lipids into arterial wall and progression of lesions,
also called plaques. Atherosclerosis is the primary cause of coronary artery disease
(CAD) and the coronary plaque rupture is considered an important determinant of
the outcome of CAD. Identifying vulnerable coronary plaques that are prone to
rupture are thus a great clinical interest.
Electrocardiogram (ECG), blood tests, exercise testing and cardiac imaging are
used to confirm the diagnosis of CAD, to document ischaemia in patients with stable
symptoms, to risk stratify patients with stable angina and acute coronary syndrome
(ACS). In elective cases, the pre-test likelihood of CAD is calculated based on
symptoms, sex and risk factors derived from epidemiological studies as Framingham
(Anderson et al., 1991) and PROCAM (Assmann et al., 2002). This traditional risk
assessment of CAD has been shown to predict long-term outcome in large
populations. To provide better clinical route to identify, treat, and prevent near future
victims of ACS it is proposed to focus on “cardiovascular vulnerable patient”,
meaning the characterisation of the vulnerable plaque, vulnerable blood and the
vulnerable myocardium (Naghavi et al., 2003a, 2003b).
Imaging tools are needed for the plaque characterisation. In invasive
angiography is often possible to identify the culprit, thrombotic lesion after ACS
(Wijns et al., 2010). Angiography together with intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)
(Rioufol et al., 2004) or optical coherence tomography (OCT) (Brezinski et al., 1996)
makes it possible to get more detailed information of the nature of coronary plaques.
However these methods are invasive and there are complication risks, and thus are
not well suited to risk assessment. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) are suitable methods for non-invasive
coronary angiography to detect atherosclerotic coronary plaques but these methods
are insensitive to identify the vulnerable plaques from the stable plaques.
Positron emission tomography (PET) has potential to target metabolism,
inflammation, apoptosis, angiogenesis and extracellular matrix degradation which
all are related to vulnerable plaque formation and rupture (Naghavi et al., 2003a).
With histopatologic examination it has been identified that inside the vulnerable
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plaque the concentration of active macrophages has increased (Narula et al., 2008).
Clinically widely available glucose analogue, [18F]Fluoro-2-deoxy-2-D-glucose
(18F-FDG), is promising radiotracer for vulnerable plaque PET imaging, because
18F-FDG is taken up by active macrophages in vulnerable plaques (Rudd et al.,
2002; Tawakol et al., 2005). However, the small size of the plaques and the constant
motion of heart makes the vulnerable coronary plaque imaging challenging.
Dimensions of vulnerable coronary plaque are reported to be on average a few
millimeters (Narula et al., 2008; Strauss & Narula, 2007). The motion of heart due
to respiration and cardiac contraction are reported to be around 10 mm for both
distortions. As the spatial resolution of PET imaging is around 5 to 6 mm (Germano
et al., 2016; Teräs et al., 2007) for non-moving organs, the both of the motion
distortions needs to be taken into account when sub-voxel size targets as vulnerable
coronary plaques are imaged with PET. Currently, cardiac PET data can be routinely
acquired in either cardiac (Freiberg et al., 2004) or in respiratory gated (Dawood et
al., 2007) mode where the gating can improve the detected spatial resolution of
moving targets. This study proposes a self-reconstructed dual gated cardiac PET
method, that takes into account both contraction and respiration motions at the same
time, and evaluates the method’s capability to detect small realistically moving
cardiac structures, as vulnerable coronary plaques, with clinically available PET/CT
device.
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Review of the Literature

2.1

PET imaging

PET is a functional imaging modality that provides dynamic or steady state
information from administered radioactive tracer distribution inside the body.
Distribution of the tracer is determined by physiologic and metabolic interactions
between tracer and tissues. Each radioactive tracer is a production of
radiopharmaceutical chemistry and is usually a molecular size compound that is
labelled with unstable radionuclide that has relative short half-life. The idea of PET
imaging is that radioactive tracers maintain similar structure and interaction
properties than unlabelled molecules with known biological properties. Thus
physiological and metabolic interactions of the tracers give information of the
behaviour of the biochemical process of interest such as glucose metabolism in case
of fluorine labelled 18F-FDG. Radionuclides that are used in nuclear medicine are
productions of cyclotrons, nuclear reactors, or radionuclide generators. In addition
to this, radionuclide production and tracer labelling requires a high-level local
radiopharmaceutical chemistry laboratory near by the nuclear imaging center, in
which the chemical stability and purity of tracer are guaranteed.

2.1.1

Radioactive decay and annihilation process

Radionuclides that undergo positron emission decay are mostly produced in
cyclotrons. In positron emission decay a proton in the nucleus of the atom is
converted into a neutron and simultaneously emitted a positron and neutrino. The
emitted positron has very short lifetime in a tissue and when the most of the
positron’s kinetic energy is dissipated it will form a positronium state with a nearby
electron that is in rest. The positronium undergo annihilation process under one
nanosecond where the mass of the positron and the electron is converted into
electromagnetic energy according to Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence. Due to law
of conservation of the total momentum the annihilation process has to produce at
least two photons that are emitted simultaneuosly. These two photons are emitted in
almost opposite, 180 degree apart, directions with almost equal kinetic energy of 511
keV to satisfy the conversation laws. High-energy 511 keV photons interact with
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tissue as well as with scintillator materials through photoelectric effect or Compton
scattering. The 511 keV photons interact mainly due to Compton scattering in tissue
and small-angle forward scatter is most likely to be happened.
In PET imaging the purpose is to detect and localize two simultaneously emitted
and opposite propagating 511 keV photons that are products of annihilation process
using opposite positioning detector pairs. This phenomena is called a coincidence
event. Due to the nature of annihilation process the position of annihilation process
can be localized only if the both annihilation photons can be detected and localized.
Then the line between the locations of the detected photons has to pass through the
point of annihilation process and is referred as electronic collimation or Line of
Response (LOR) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Positron emission, annihilation and coincidence event detection. LOR = Line of
Response.

2.1.2

PET scanner hardware configuration

In PET imaging hardware configuration consists of pairs of scintillation detectors
with associated electronics, as amplifiers and pulse height analyzers, and a
coincidence circuit. Most of PET scanners consist of a large number of block
detectors placed in adjacent stacked ring geometry. In conventional block detector
design the scintillator material is segmented into an array of smaller detector
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elements, which are coupled to few single-channel photon multiplier tubes (PMTs)
to which the scintillation light is shared (Figure 2). In this block design 511 keV
photon interaction in each scintillator array element produces a unique distribution
of scintillation light between the coupled PMTs leading to unique signals on these
PMTs. According to the unique electrical current signals between the coupled PMTs
the position of interaction within the block of scintillator array elements can be
calculated for each 511 keV photon. Block design with smaller detector elements
than PMTs leads also to better spatial resolution of 511 keV photon interaction with
detector. Thus the spatial resolution is strongly related to the width of the detector
elements that are commonly around 4 mm in current generation block detectors in
clinical PET scanners (Germano et al., 2016).

Figure 2. PET block detector design. PMT = photomultiplier tube.

In recent PET design large analogic PMTs are replaced by small silicon digital
photomultipliers (SiPMs). In this design 1-to-1 correspondence between
photomultipliers and detectors is applied. SiPM have shorter time resolution than
analogic PMT design, and thus SiPM detectors gain more benefit if Time-of-Flight
(ToF) acquisition is applied. SiPM detector design together with ToF-image
acquisition allows simultaneous improvements in sensitivity, image resolution and
maximum count rate when compared to traditional PET detector design (Germano
et al., 2016).
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2.1.3

PET event detection

Time and energy resolution of detectors determines accuracy that a coincidence
event can be detected. The coincidence time window is time period that ensures that
annihilation photon pair is not accidentally rejected. For the current PET scanners
that have scintillation materials as Lutetium Oxyorthosilicate (LSO) and LutetiumYttrium Oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) coincidence time windows are from 4.1 to 4.9
nanoseconds (Germano et al., 2016). Coincidence time window together with dead
time of detectors impose limitations to sensitivity of the scanner and upper limit for
injected doses. The ability of the detector to determine the energy of the photon is
known as the energy resolution. Energy resolution is scintillator dependent and for
LYSO crystals common energy window is between 425 keV to 650 keV (Teräs et
al., 2007). This means that only low energy and large angle scatter events are
efficiently rejected due to energy windowing if common 3D acquisition mode is
used. Annihilation photons that are detected within a coincidence time and energy
windows of the detector pair are accepted as a true coincidence event.
Total number of events detected by the PET scanner coincidence circuit is
referred to as prompt coincidences. Due to limitations of detectors and electrical
design of PET scanner detected coincidences contains undesired events such as
random, scattered and multiple coincidences that degrade the distribution of true
radioactivity concentration and thus needs to be corrected (Figure 3). Because the
detectors have finite time resolution the events that happen inside certain predefined
timing window are accepted for coincidence event. The scattered and random
coincidences need to be corrected by subtracting them from the prompts to yield the
net true coincidence rate for each measured LOR. Single events form the basis for
random and multiple coincidence events. Also single events need to be processed by
the electronics and this processing time is primary reason for degrading true
coincidence detection sensitivity when high radioactive doses are used. This is due
to dead time of the detectors. Dead time is defined as the time period when detector
cannot record other events. Decay time constant for LSO and Bishmuth Germanate
Oxide (BGO) -crystals are 40 ns and 300 ns, respectively (Germano et al., 2016).
Dead time is typically 3 to 4 times the decay time constant.
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Figure 3. Coincidence event types in PET imaging.

2.1.4

PET data structure

Coincidence events that satisfy both energy and time window resolution are written
in raw data file by sorting hardware. In list mode (LM) acquisition each coincidence
event is individually written to a file with information of the two detectors and time
at which the event was detected. In addition if ECG and/or respiratory signals are
simultaneously acquired the synchronization information between the emission data
and the signals can be stored in the LM data structure as separate time event. In
modern advanced PET scanners, that have ability for ToF imaging mode (Germano
et al., 2016), also time difference between detection times of coincidence photon pair
is included in the LM file. As LM data contains time information of each event the
data can be post-processed and sorted into time bins after the study that is beneficial
in dynamic or gated PET studies. In gated PET studies arbitrary retrospective
definition of gating parameters are commonly derived from the additionally acquired
gating signals as ECG. In addition, LM acquisition is especially important for hybrid
PET/CT imaging with spatial and temporal realignment of the PET emission data
with the CT data (Klaus P Schäfers & Stegger, 2008). Another, more robust and
efficient way, to store the data is a histogram mode where a memory location is
assigned to each possible LOR so that each time when coincidence event is detected
that LORs memory location is increased by 1. However, in histogram mode events
are integrated over a predefined acquisition time that rule out the possibility to postprocess the acquired data. The acquired raw PET data that contains the coincidence
events are histogrammed in a 2D matrix that is referred as a sinogram where each
element in the matrix represents the number of events detected by a particular pair
of detectors along a specific LOR.
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2.1.5

PET data corrections

Due to nature of interaction of annihilation photons, PET scanner design and
geometry a number of corrections are applied as a series of multiplicative factors to
the acquired raw sinogram data before image reconstruction. The volumetric
correction, called normalization, is applied to correct each individual LOR using a
multiplication factor that compensates nonuniformities in PET scanner design and
geometry. Scatter and attenuation are basically one and the same phenomenon. First
is applied scatter correction and then attenuation correction (AC). AC factors for the
LORs joining the detector pairs are independent of the location of the activity source
and depends only the total thickness and attenuation coefficients of the object along
the LOR. Principle for computed tomography attenuation correction (CTAC) is that
first CT scan is resampled to the same size as the PET data, then CT data is suitably
blurred, and finally scaled so as to convert the pixel values from Hounsfield units
(HU) to the attenuation coefficients, which would be obtained at 511 keV photons
(Kinahan et al., 2003).
Random events result in additional false events in LORs and without correction
lead to a loss in image contrast, impair quantification, and can lead to significant
image artefacts. Random correction methods provide a statistically separate
measurement of the number of random events detected by each detector pair that is
then subtracted from the prompt coincidence measurement. This subtraction of two
measurements leads to an increase in the statistical uncertainty of the true
coincidence rate.
In an ideal system the true count rate of the system increases linearly with
increasing activity in the field of view (FOV). In real scanner true coincidence
detection sensitivity depends both the activity and the material of the crystals. This
phenomenon is called as dead time of the detectors. Dead time is defined as the time
period when detector cannot record other events. Decay time constant for LSO and
BGO-crystals are 40 ns and 300 ns, respectively (Germano et al., 2016). PET
scanners dead time is ranging from 120 ns for LSO up to 1200 ns for Bishmuth
Silicon Oxide (BSO) -crystals (Phelps, 2006). In dynamic studies like myocardial
perfusion studies at high activity concentration dead time of the crystals may cause
quantitative underestimations. At some extent dead time losses can be reduced using
faster scintillators and dead time corrections.
When PET sinogram data is iteratively reconstructed the normalization,
attenuation and scatter corrections are part of the statistical reconstruction algorithm.
If filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstruction method is used then sinogram data
has to be corrected before applying the analytic FBP reconstruction algorithm.
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2.1.6

PET image spatial resolution

Spatial resolution is a minimum distance between two targets that can be
distinguished from an image. In PET imaging spatial resolution is commonly given
as full-width half maximum (FWHM) value (Figure 4). The FWHM is measured by
determining the PET system response to a point or line source and it is position and
radionuclide dependent. Spatial resolution of final PET image is a convolution of
resolution response functions of positron range, photon noncolinearity, and detector
resolution. Intrinsic physical limitations of spatial resolution in PET imaging are due
to positron range and photon noncolinearity which both yields from annihilation
process. In perspective of PET imaging, positron range is determined as a
perpendicular distance from the emission site of positron to the line defined by the
annihilation photons i.e LOR. Positron range is radionuclide dependent and it’s
magnitude is related to kinetic energy distribution of the positron. Due to momentum
conserving law in annihilation process two photons are not emitted exactly in
opposite directions but with some small distribution of angles around 180 degree.
This is called as noncolinearity, which is independent of radionuclide and it’s
estimation is linearly dependent on a diameter of PET scanner. Both of these intrinsic
limitations covers together a range of 1 to 2 millimetres and thus the ultimate limit
for finale spatial resolution in PET imaging is around 2 mm with optimal detectors
and small size of FOV (Panin et al., 2006).

Figure 4. Function F(x) illustrates the one-dimensional response of a PET imaging system to a
point source or point object. F(x) = PSF = point spread function, FWHM = Full Width at
Half Maximum.

Detector resolution can be divided into geometric factors and physical factors,
which depends on the detector and the scanner design. Physical component is caused
by nonideal properties of the detectors such as detector scatter, light sharing and
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cross-talk. In a block detector the geometric resolution is dependent on the distance
between the radioactive point source and detector pair. Geometric resolution is also
dependent the width of the detector element. Spatial resolutions in the conventional
PMT based block detectors of clinical PET scanners are around 5 mm in axial and
transaxial directions (Germano et al., 2016).

2.1.7

PET system sensitivity

Overall number of events collected in PET imaging is dictated by an amount of
radioactivity injected, a fraction of the activity that specifically binds with tissues of
interest, an imaging time and a sensitivity of PET system. Thus the system sensitivity
is a major determinant of final image quality and is depending on the efficiency of
the detectors at 511 keV, the solid angle coverage of the detectors, the location of
the radioactivity with respect to the detectors, and the timing and energy windows
applied to the data. Sensitivity is thus strongly dependent of the thickness of the
scintillation detector and the width of used energy window.
Currently clinical PET scans are done mainly in 3D acquisition mode where all
possible coincidence planes are accepted. In 3D acquisition the exact scatter and
random correction methods as well as low enough death time of detectors are
important due to markedly increased fraction of scattered events and higher singles
event rate that can result in relatively poor image quality in the regions of large
amount of activity. This can be a concern if target is close to bladder region where
the most of the tracers as 18F-FDG is extracted.

2.1.8

PET image reconstruction methods

In image reconstruction mathematical algorithms of computed tomography (CT) are
applied to convert acquired and adequately sampled line integrals, i.e. sinogram, into
a 2D PET image. Two image reconstruction approaches are used in PET: analytical
and iterative reconstruction. In PET image reconstruction historically the most
commonly used analytical method has been a filtered backprojection (FBP).
Disadvantage is that FBP has no option to model the degrading factors such as
intercrystal scatter, noncolinearity or positron range. Furthermore, FBP cannot
handle the statistical properties of the data. Instead FBP assumes noise-free data and
weights all LORs equally. Due to these limitations FBP is no longer used in daily
clinical PET practise.
Idea of iterative image reconstruction is to have an initial guess of radioactivity
distribution of the imaged object. Then this guess is forward-projected into sinogram
elements. This estimated projection data is then compared with the actual measured
projection data by applying a mathematical cost-function in the process. The
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difference between the calculated and measured projection data is exploited to
update the initial guess closer to the true radioactivity distribution according to the
mathematical algorithm that used to minimize or maximize the cost-function. By
repeating this iterative process the image estimate should start to converge towards
the true distribution of radioactivity in the object. This means that the cost function
converges towards it’s minimum or maximum value during the iterative process. The
major advance compared to FBP algorithm is that iterative algorithms allows to
include factors as system geometry, object and septa scatter, detector characteristics,
positron range and noncolinearity in the reconstruction process to improve the
probability that the annihilation pair emitted at certain point in the object or image
space is detected in the corresponding sinogram projection element. These factors
are included in the forward projection process and they can be determined and
adjusted by calculation (e.g. geometric effects), simulation (e.g. detector scatter) and
using standardised phantom measurements. This means that the forward-projection
function of iterative reconstruction process reflects a simulation of the entire PET
imaging system and can lead to more quantitatively accurate PET images and
improvements in signal to noise ratio (SNR) or spatial resolution. Iterative method
can produce about two times better SNR at a given spatial resolution than FBP
method that means fourfold increase in the effective sensitivity of the PET scanner
allowing to use lower injected activity or shorter imaging time (Phelps, 2006).
However, iterative algorithms are nonlinear that can make their behaviour quite
difficult to predict.
In modern advanced PET scanners the iterative reconstruction algorithm has
possibility to incorporate ToF information into the reconstruction process. ToF
information is time resolution that is determined as FWHM of spread around a mean
time difference of the detected events for two crystals in coincidence (Budinger,
1983). ToF resolution depends on the properties of the scintillation detector, as decay
time, and coincidence electronics. ToF information focuses the probability
distribution of detected coincidence annihilation event along the LOR between the
opposite crystals. An advantage of ToF-PET is the sensitivity gain, i.e. increased
SNR, particularly in large patients (Lois et al., 2010).

2.1.9

Quantitative PET image analysis

The idea of PET imaging is to visualize a 3D image volume where each individual
voxel (i.e. volume element) represents the regional tissue radioactivity
concentration. In PET it is possible to classify a lesion in terms of its metabolic rate
if 18F-FDG is used (Phelps, 2006). This requires that the PET system is accurately
calibrated that can be done by scanning a uniform phantom with a known activity
concentration. This yields to the calibration factor that can be used to convert
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measured image counts into an activity concentration (Bq/ml) of the imaged target.
Local activity concentration of PET image or volume is determined by drawing
region of interest (ROI) or volume of interest (VOI) on the image or the volume. In
a dynamic imaging ROIs or VOIs can be applied to the same region or volume on
all images to generate a time activity curve that shows the radiotracer concentration
in the specific part of the body over time. The acquired time activity data sets can
then be applied with a compartmental model to determine biologically meaningful
parameters that can reflect the behaviour of the studied disease. These dynamic
models also enable to construct parametric images for disease or study of interest.

2.1.10

PET image segmentation and registration

Image segmentation is an image processing tool that classifies pixel elements into
regions or classes that are homogenous with respect to one or more characteristics.
In CT or MRI image segmentation is used to delineate different tissue types. In PET
image segmentation is used in combination with image registration. Image
registration refers to the process in which image volumes are realigned into a
common anatomical coordinate space. Image registration is often used to correct
patient motion between different imaging studies or modalities. Image registration
is applied when functional PET images and anatomical MRI or CT images are fused
together for visualisation, and when CT-image is used as CTAC for PET. Robust
registration methods to fuse anatomical and PET image volumes have been
developed and these rely mainly on manual or semi-automated alignment methods
using rigid translation and rotations of the two image volumes within an accuracy of
few millimetres. These methods has shown to correct patient motion between the
imaging modalities very well but they usually ignores the target motion during the
PET scan that can be significantly different than in the reference anatomical imaging
at least in the cardiac and thoracic region imaging (Phelps, 2006).

2.1.11

Partial volume effect in PET system

Challenge in the ROI and VOI analysis is a quantitative determination of the activity
concentration in region or volumes that are small compared with the resolution of
the PET scanner. A point source of radiation in PET scanner appears in PET image
as a finite-sized lumb. The maximum activity concentration of this lump is lower
than actual due to limited spatial resolution of PET system. This phenomenon is
known as a partial volume effect (PVE). It has been reported that when the target
size is less than 3 times the FWHM of the PET system PVE can severely affect
qualitative and quantitative analysis of PET images (Hoffman et al., 1979; Kessler
et al., 1984; Soret et al., 2002; Soret et al., 2007). The relation between PVE and
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target size is nonlinear so that the smaller the target is, the greater the
underestimation of the uptake value is (Jaskowiak et al., 2005; Soret et al., 2007)
(Figure 5). Recovery coefficient (RC) is a measure of PVE that is determined as a
fraction of measured peak activity concentration and true activity concentration of
the target. RC is dependent mainly on target size and spatial image resolution (i.e.
FWHM value of PSF). However, in clinical studies also the target to background
ratio (TBR), reconstruction parameters, applied ROI or VOI size and motion of
target has to be counted in when determining the actual RC value of the target (Soret
et al., 2007).

Figure 5. The same activity concentration in different size of targets have lower than actual activity
concentration in PET image due to PVE. The magnitude of PVE (i.e. RC) is stronger in
the smaller targets. PVE = partial volume effect, RC = recovery coefficient.

PVE refers to two distinct phenomena that make intensity values of small target
in PET images lower from what they actually are. The first phenomenon is 3D image
blurring that is caused by the finite spatial resolution of the PET system. Spatial
resolution is determined by the detector design (i.e. mostly scintillator crystal
dimensions), positron range, noncollinearity, reconstruction parameters such as
number of iterations and number of subsets in iterative algorithm, and postfiltering
(Soret et al., 2007). This limited spatial resolution causes activity spillover effect
between a small source and it’s surroundings. Due to spillover effect the image of
the small hot source is a larger but dimmer than it truly is in low activity background.
PVE also depends on the shape of the target. Spheric targets are the most compact,
and thus other shape of targets is more affected by PVE being more prone to spilling
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in and spilling out effects. Thus size, shape, and uptake of the target fully determine
the spilling out effect, which is depended on spatial resolution of PET system
(Boellaard et al., 2004). However, the spilling in depends on TBR, and this effect is
often difficult to estimate.
The second phenomenon causing PVE is image sampling that is often called as
a tissue fraction effect. In PET image the radiotracer distribution is sampled on a
voxel grid, where the contours of the voxels do not match the actual contours of the
tracer distribution. Most voxels therefore include different types of tissues, and thus
the signal intensity in a voxel is the mean of the signal intensities of tissues in the
voxel. PVE can be partly controlled through the choice of reconstruction parameters.
Applying the optimal reconstruction parameters (i.e. mainly matrix size of FOV and
iteration numbers) leads to the optimal spatial resolution and thus less PVE
(Jaskowiak et al., 2005). However, when applying the small voxel size the tradeoff
between improved spatial resolution is often to be balanced against increased noise.
Biases introduced by PVE depend also on the size of the region used to measure
small target uptake (Geworski et al., 2000). When assessing clinical PET images
quantitatively, standardized uptake values (SUVs) are often used to distinguish
benign from malignant tumors. SUV is a measure of local concentration of tracer
divided by the injected dose normalized by the body weight (Keyes, 1995).
Maximum uptake value of one voxel (i.e. SUVmax) is commonly used as a measure
of small tumor metabolic activity because the value is independent of the observer.
In principle, maximum uptake value of target is the least affected by PVE and so
SUVmax is often considered the best measure of tumor uptake. SUVmax usually
provides a slight overestimation of the true maximum pixel value due to effect of
noise (Soret et al., 2007). In patient studies, where background activity is always
present, maximum uptake value has reported to be strongly affected by noise and
therefore the reconstruction parameters, such as number of iteration, smoothing and
voxel size, should be optimized and kept constant between the follow-up studies
(Boellaard et al., 2004; Krak et al., 2005). Therefore in high-noise situations,
maximum uptake value can behave in an unpredictable manner (Soret et al., 2007).
In case of a non-homogenous uptake of small target, even without noise, a single
voxel uptake value may not be representative of overall target uptake. Even if
relatively large overall variability of SUVs in clinical practice has shown to be
present (Lodge et al., 2012) still the SUVs have shown to provide reasonable clinical
assesments of tumor response to therapy (Kinahan & Fletcher, 2010).
Methods like manually drawn VOI (Krak et al., 2005), fixed size VOI and
activity threshold based VOI methods, have also been proposed to determine the size
of the region to measure small target uptake value. Manually drawn VOI method is
prone to observer variability. The fixed size VOI method can yield very biased
results because it depends on the size of the target with respect to the size of the VOI.
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However, using the size of VOI that corresponds to PET scanner spatial resolution
has proposed to be most stable method relative to noise characteristics of the PET
image (Geworski et al., 2000). The threshold based VOI method is objective and the
resulting volume may depend on how much noise is present. However, this problem
can be addressed by smoothing the image to get more reliable uptake value.

2.1.12

PET system partial volume correction methods

Recovery coefficient (RC) is a simple region-based method for partial volume
correction (PVC) in PET tumor imaging down to lesions, which size are at least 1.5
times FWHM (Geworski et al., 2000; Soret et al., 2007). RC is basically a
geometrical factor that is dependent only on the relationship between spatial
resolution and target shape and size (Geworski et al., 2000). RC values can be
precalculated as a function of a sphere size and TBR for a wide range of spatial
resolution values (Hoffman, Huang, et al., 1979; Kessler et al., 1984). These RCvalues are usually determined in phantom studies. Estimated metabolically active
target size and shape is usually measured from co-registered CT or MR images. The
PVC for the small target can then be done by dividing the measured activity of the
target by the RC-factor that corresponds to the size and shape of the target.
One method for compensating the activity spillover effect is to enhance spatial
resolution by modeling the detector response function (i.e. point spread function,
PSF) into the iterative reconstruction process (Alessio et al., 2006). PSF is position
dependent and can be determined through analytical derivations (Schmitt et al.,
1988), Monte Carlo simulations (Alessio et al., 2006) or empirically (Frese et al.,
2003). Details of these correction methods are studied and recently implemented in
the new generation PET scanners but these technical features are too demanding to
go through in this concept.
It has been reported that for current PET scanner resolution (around 5 mm) the
spheric target with 5 mm diameter has RC correction value about 20 if no
background activity is present (Rousset et al., 1998; Soret et al., 2007). RC value
depends not only on target volume and shape but also on image sampling. RC value
may be inappropriate due to spillover effects if the tumor is close to two structures
with different activity concentrations (Soret et al., 2007). Clinical studies have been
shown that small tumors, which diameter is less than 2 cm, were better distinguished
with RC method for PVC than without the correction (Hickeson et al., 2002). PVC
methods have been shown significantly suppress spillover and recovery effects of
myocardium uptake due to limited spatial resolution of PET scanners (Hove et al.,
1998; Nuyts et al., 1996). In addition, motion can introduce large biases in small
target uptake estimates, especially in thoracic region where misregistration between
CTAC and PET data can lead significant errors to SUVmax values and size
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estimations of small lung lesions if a respiratory motion is not properly corrected
(Erdi et al., 2004). Thus the effort expended in attempting to correct PVE must be
balanced against the magnitude of the other, mainly motion related, errors (Soret et
al., 2007).

2.1.13

TBR in small target PET imaging

In PET imaging common index used to differentiate benign from malignant tumors
is the tumor-to-background activity ratio (Lowe et al., 1994). Soret et al have
performed a comprehensive simulated thoracic phantom (Zubal et al., 1994) study
to determine a TBR effect on hot and small tumors with and without AC in lung or
soft tissue regions (Soret et al., 2002). Main trend that Soret et al observed in their
study was that TBR was systematically greater with AC than without for lung tumors
but not for soft tissue tumors. Their observation disagrees with earlier results of
Bengel et al, who have reported that without AC the measured TBR was not
depended on lesion localization in their patient study (F M Bengel et al., 1997). In
the same article Bengel et al reported also that in their phantom study higher tumor
contrast has been observed for images not corrected for attenuation. Soret et al have
emphasized that their study confirmed that both SUV and TBR provides similar
accuracy to differentiate malignant from benign pulmonary lesions with AC (Knight
et al., 1996) but not without AC (Soret et al., 2002). Soret et al also reported that
tumor diameter of 5 mm and PET scanner intrinsic spatial resolution of 4 mm TBR
and SUV underestimation up to 85% was observed when true TBR was 13 (Soret et
al., 2002). However, the study of Soret was a simulated data where the effects of
noise, randoms, scatter, and physiological motions were not included. Strauss et al
have also made estimation, what is required TBR value for detection of different size
of lesions (Strauss & Narula, 2007). The lesion size larger than a resolution of PET
scanner was assumed to be able to detect if a measured TBR is at least 1.5 in the PET
image, which corresponds about true TBR value 3 in the target. From estimations
presented by Strauss et al can be obtained that true TBR values in tissue needs to
increase exponentially when the lesion size gets smaller than the spatial resolution
of the scanner if the lesion is assumed to be detected.

2.2

Anatomy and dimensions of heart and
coronaries

Heart consists of myocardium, valves and vessels. The normal myocardium wall
thickness is from around 10 mm to over 15 mm between end-diastole and end-systole
(Freiberg et al., 2004; Klein & Huesman, 2002; Porenta et al., 1995). Coronary
arteries that supply myocardium usually originates from sinuses of valsalva of the
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aortic root. The coronary arteries mainly travel on the epicardial sulcuses of heart.
There are two main coronaries, left coronary and right coronary artery. Left main
coronary artery usually branches after 1 to 2 cm to left anterior descending artery
(LAD) and to left circumflex artery (LCX). Inner diameter of a lumen for coronary
arteries gradually narrows towards the distal parts of the arteries. Mean inner
diameter for the proximal parts of the coronaries vary from 4.5 mm to 2.8 mm.
Women have 9% smaller epicardial arterial diameter than men. Lumen diameter is
significantly increased among men with left ventricular hypertrophy (+17%) or
dilated cardiomyopathy (+12%) (Dodge et al., 1992).

2.3

Atherosclerosis and vulnerable coronary
plaques

Cardiovascular disease was the second leading cause of mortality worldwide in 2013
(Bowry et al., 2015). Atherosclerosis is the primary cause of CAD. Atherosclerosis
is a slowly evolving disease that starts already at early age and develops over the
course of tens of years. Atherosclerosis is not only a lipid storage disease, but also
vascular inflammation has a fundamental role in all stages of the disease.
Atherosclerosis is characterized as a chronic inflammatory disorder that involves
endothelial injury of the arteries, lipid deposition, matrix metabolism, calcification,
and smooth muscle migration. Atherosclerotic plaques of arteries involve numerous
cell types, including T-lymphocytes, macrophages, vascular smooth muscle cells,
and endothelial cells (T. Wang et al., 2012). These numerous molecular events that
lead to atherosclerosis are constantly under extensive scientific study.
There are two types of atherosclerotic plaques: stable and vulnerable. Stable
atherosclerotic plaques have thick fibrous caps and calcification. Vulnerable plaques
are unstable and have increased inflammatory cells and lipid infiltration with thin
overlying caps (T. Wang et al., 2012). Histological findings has shown that site of
tearing of ruptured plaque has been influenced by variation in the mechanical
strength of cap tissue due to focal accumulation of foam cells in the intima of the
coronary artery. Computer modelling has been applied to show that an eccentric
pools of lipid concentrated stress on the cap of different forms of plaques, especially
near the edge of the plaque (Richardson et al., 1989). Vulnerable plaques have shown
to have lesser degree of calcification than ruptured ones (Virmani et al., 2006). It has
also shown that calcification does not increase fibrous cap stress in typical ruptured
or stable coronary plaques but accumulation of lipid pool increases stresses of plaque
dramatically (Huang et al., 2001). However, extensive calcification in coronary
arteries has prognostic value for having subclinical risk of CAD and this risk can be
evaluated using cardiac CT imaging with coronary calcium score technique
(Agatston et al., 1990).
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Figure 6. Illustration of coronary artery anatomy and vulnerable plaque morphology.

Morphologic characteristics of the vulnerable coronary plaques as inflamed
fibrous cap thickness and length, plaque area, and necrotic core area are reviewed by
Narula (Narula et al., 2008). Illustration of vulnerable plaque morphology is
presented in Figure 6. Using pathological methods it has been shown that for
vulnerable plaque fibrous cap thickness is less than 65 μm (Virmani et al., 2006) and
length around 5 mm (Cheruvu et al., 2007), and for mean length of necrotic core is
8 mm and necrotic area is mostly less than 3 mm2 (Virmani et al., 2006). The size of
the ruptured plaques have been shown to be larger than stable ones, and the range of
area of ruptured plaques is measured to be from 12 to 17 mm2 (Ehara et al., 2004;
Hoffmann et al., 2006) when imaging modalities as intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)
and CT have been used. In editorial review of Strauss et al have vulnerable lesions
reported typically occupy more than a third of the vessel circumference, often extend
for 2 to 22 mm, being less than 1 mm thick, and having total lesion volume likely
less than 0.1 mL (Strauss & Narula, 2007). After rupture of the plaque the size of a
thrombus determines the likelihood of a clinical event. Strauss et al have reported
that basis of autopsy findings fewer than 1% of atheroma ruptures will result in a
clinical event (Strauss & Narula, 2007). However, the rupture of vulnerable plaques
has potential to be a critical in converting asymptomatic atherosclerosis to a clinical
event. Coronary artery angiography and IVUS studies before and after nonfatal ACS
have found that hemodynamically insignificant lesions typically cause ACS (Fuster
et al., 1992a, 1992b). Vulnerable coronary plaques are relatively non-stenotic (<75%
cross-sectional area stenosis), have a larger lipid core and an often inflamed thin
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fibrous cap, and are associated with positive remodeling (Falk et al., 1995).
Myocardial infarctions has also shown to occur more often in the proximal and
middle part of the coronary arteries suggesting that these vulnerable areas may be
achievable by imaging modalities (Wang et al., 2004).

2.4

Cardiac CT and MR imaging

CT technology has advanced rapidly in the begin of 20 th century so that 64-slice
multidetector CT scanners have enabled full heart coverage within few heartbeats
and during a single, tolerable 10 to 15 second length breath-hold (BH). When
compared with conventional fluoroscopic angiography imaging CT has poorer
spatial resolution but significantly better contrast resolution. Thus in CT image it is
possible to distinguish blood from air, fat, and bone but unfortunately not from
muscle or other soft tissue without iodinated contrast agent. Factors that affects to
contrast resolution are tube voltage, slice thickness (i.e. detector width), pixel size,
reconstruction filter, patient size and rotation speed of the gantry. Spatial resolution
of CT imaging depends on many factors such as detector width, detector pitch, scan
pitch, reconstruction algorithm kernels, tube current and voltage, pixel matrix, FOV
and patient motion.
Due to recent improvements of hardware design, coil design, imaging sequence
development and computing power, together with built-in unique multiplanar
imaging capabilities, has cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging become a
gold-standard method for evaluating cardiac morphology and function when
compared to other cardiac imaging modalities. CMR imaging has specific challenges
such as cardiac and respiratory motion, and flow phenomena to overcome. Therefore
precise motion elimination techniques and novel CMR sequences are needed to
correctly adjust to gain best image contrast between the blood and structures of
cardiac tissues despite the fact that heart is constantly moving.
Two commonly used excitation pulse sequence families in MR imaging are a
spin-echo and a gradient echo imaging techniques. Developments in CMR have
gone in the direction of techniques that can be acquired during a single BH.
Imaging speed is a key factor in most CMR applications and thus alternative signal
acquisition strategies, as parallel imaging, have been developed. Parallel imaging
techniques (SMASH, SENSE) rely on the use of multiple radiofrequency (RF)
coils with different phased array elements. Simultaneous acquisition of spatial
harmonics and sensitivity encoding are two widely used imaging techniques where
imaging time has been able to reduce without significant loss of SNR (Pruessmann
et al., 1999).
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2.4.1

Coronary CT angiography

To be able to perform successful coronary computed tomography angiography
(coronary CTA) the high spatial resolution CT is mandatory because diameter of
coronary arteries starts proximally from around 5 to 3 mm and progressively taper
distally to 1 mm or smaller. Spatial resolution of CT scanners has progressively
improved to 0.4–0.6 mm on 64-slice scanners and for the newest vendors to 0.1 –
0.2 mm being at least as good as in invasive angiography (Toia et al., 2020). The
temporal resolution is most dependent on the speed of the gantry rotation that is
defined as the time it takes the gantry to make one complete 360◦ rotation. As the
temporal resolution improves, the CT scanner is able to acquire motion-free images
at higher heart rates. Most 64-slice scanners have a gantry rotation time of
approximately 330 ms that results in a temporal resolution of 165 ms because “halfscan reconstruction” necessitates only 180◦ of data to reconstruct one CT slice
image. Even better temporal resolutions can be achieved if multisegment
reconstruction, or wider detector coverage or dual-source CT scanner is utilized (I.
S. Rogers et al., 2010).
Advances in gantry speed and in the number of detector rows have improved the
diagnostic accuracy of coronary CTA. At least 64-slice CTA has shown to have very
good negative prognostic value for excluding CAD (Kajander et al., 2010). Some
studies has reported that cardiac CTA has also potential to assess the fractional flow
reserve (FFR) of coronaries (Nørgaard et al., 2014; Renker et al., 2014) with good
accuracy when compared to the gold standard invasive FFR measurements.
However, calcified vessels still represent a strong limitation to most CTA systems.
CT based coronary plaque characterization has shown to be possible (Hamirani et
al., 2010) and culprit (i.e. ruptured) plaques have shown to be larger than stable
plaques (Hoffmann et al., 2006). After ACS culprit lesions have been shown to
contain noncalcified soft plaques with attenuation of less than 30 HU. The vulnerable
coronary plaques in CT have shown to be 110% positively remodeled, and also
associated with spotty calcific deposits (Motoyama et al., 2007).

2.5

Clinical cardiac hybrid PET/CT imaging

All modern clinical PET devices are hybrid PET/CT (or PET/MR) devices. In hybrid
device CT gantry and PET scanners are inserted together so that patient position
remains unchanged between sequential CT and PET scans. Combined cardiac hybrid
PET/CT imaging allows comprehensive and simultaneous information of heart
morphology, as coronary anatomy, and molecular data as myocardial perfusion or
metabolism in a single scanning session with good spatial co-registration between
imaging modalities.
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Cardiac PET imaging is considered a non-invasive clinical reference standard
for absolute quantification of myocardial perfusion (Bengel et al., 2009; Qayyum &
Kastrup, 2015) and viability imaging (Bengel et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2014). To
obtain quantitatively accurate myocardial perfusion and viability PET images
optimal and solid AC method is crucial (Kaufmann & Camici, 2005; Rajaram et al.,
2013). Quantification of myocardial perfusion is based on mathematical
compartment models (Kety, 1951) that describe the kinetics of most commonly used
PET perfusion tracers as radiowater (15O-H2O) and ammonia (13N-NH3) (Hsu, 2013).
To be quantitative these models have also to include limited resolution and cardiac
motion related corrections in the model. The uncertainty of correct PET perfusion
radiotracer concentration in myocardium is due to PVE, as PSF and spillover
between chambers and myocardium (Hove et al., 1998; Hutchins et al., 1992; Nuyts
et al., 1996), the impact of flow on myocardial extraction of 13N-ammonia (Bellina
et al., 1990) and the radiolabeled metabolites of 13N-ammonia, which accumulate in
the blood (Rosenspire et al., 1990). Due to limited spatial resolution of PET imaging
the CMR and CT approaches has been widely estabilished to improve the detection
of quantitative myocardial perfusion but yet these have not shown to be feasible in
widely routine clinical practice (Qayyum & Kastrup, 2015).
Wollenweber et al have provided a comprehensive review of other more rarely
applied cardiac PET imaging approaches, such as myocardial embryonic stem cell,
sympathetic nervous system, extracellular matrix activation, apoptosis, angiogenesis
and cardiac inflammation (i.e. sarcoidosis) imaging (Wollenweber & Bengel, 2014).
Some of these phenomena are also important in vulnerable coronary plaque
formation and rupture (Strauss & Narula, 2007). As these new cardiac PET imaging
approaches aims to detect smaller spatial areas of the heart than routine applications
novel, more sensitive and spatially more accurate PET imaging methods are needed.

2.5.1

CT based attenuation correction in cardiac PET

In hybrid PET/CT system it is routine to use the CTAC approach for attenuation
correction of PET emission data. However, CTAC approach can also be a source of
new image artifacts in cardiac PET imaging, and thus alter the accuracy of the
diagnostics (Gould et al., 2007; Martinez-Möller et al., 2007). Potential problems, as
image distortion, may arise in the process of scaling of the HU of CTAC data to 511keV attenuation coefficients, especially if contrast media has been used during or
prior to the CTAC scan, metallic objects (e.g., clips, prosthetic valves) are in the
plane of the cardiac images, or arms are not up during the scans (i.e., arms at the
side) (Daou, 2008; Kinahan et al., 2003; Visvikis et al., 2003). However, most
relevant problem is the misalignment between CTAC and PET emission data. The
misalignment can be due to inadvertent patient motion between the time of the
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CTAC and emission acquisitions. More important source of error is that patient
respiration and myocardial motion during the cardiac cycle generate misalignment
between the CTAC and emission scan due to different scan lengths. Diagnostic
cardiac CT scans are usually acquired during breath-hold and corrected for cardiac
motion by prospective ECG-gating when the cardiac PET data is usually acquired
during free breathing over several minutes (Klaus P Schäfers & Stegger, 2008). This
means that these two datasets do not spatially overlay each other and an additional
CT scan dedicated to AC is needed to perform in cardiac PET/CT studies if the aim
is to get a best possible PET image quality.

2.6

Motion effects in cardiac imaging

Heart is under constant movement due to contraction and respiration that makes
accurate cardiac imaging challenging. In fact, the spatial and temporal resolution of
the imaging modalities are different for the organs that are influenced by the
physiologic motions than when imaging non-moving organs (Daou, 2008).

2.6.1

Cardiac contraction motion effect

Although cardiac motion occurs in both systole and diastole the most of the motion
occurs during systole just after isovolumetric contraction and just after isovolumetric
relaxation phases (Wang et al., 1999). It has been reported that the motion of the
coronary arteries is linear during the systolic phase and nonlinear during the diastolic
phase (Saranathan et al., 2001). In CMR imaging total change in position along the
long axis of heart between end-diastole and end-systole has shown to be the greatest
at the base, which moves toward the apex about 13 mm during contraction, when the
motion of the apex is nearly stationary (W. J. Rogers et al., 1991).
Wang et al have performed a conventional x-ray angiography study during
breath-hold where the duration of the rest period of the cardiac cycle, cardiac motion
velocities, displacement ranges, motion correlations, and reproducibility from
heartbeat to heartbeat were studied (Wang et al., 1999). The rest period was
determined as the time period when the motion of coronary arteries is less than 1
mm. They reported that the rest period located during diastole phase and was
typically preceded by a gradually slowing of motion corresponding to the filling of
ventricles, and was always followed by abrupt motion corresponding to the atrial
systole at the late part of diastole. They showed that the rest period shortens as the
heart rate increases when the systole is less variable. The rest period for the LCA
(mean 131 ms) is longer than for the right coronary artery (RCA) (mean 120 ms).
When heart rate exceeds the transition point at 55/min the rest period for both
coronary arteries significantly decreases. At heart rates faster than 65/min the rest
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periods for both LCA and RCA approach to 70 ms asymptotically. Wang et al
showed also that the RCA has a similar longitudinal displacement but a larger
transverse displacement than does the LCA. The proximal part of the RCA also
moved more than twice as much as the proximal part of the LCA, and the landmarks
of the RCA exhibited larger velocities. Wang et al observed that motion of different
points on the coronary arteries was not always correlated, and the pattern of coronary
motion during cardiac cycle varies substantially from patient to patient. However,
the coronary artery displacement ranges were clearly independent from the heart rate
variations. Wang et al showed that, if no respiration and no change in cardiac output
occurs, the coronary artery at the rest period returned to the same location from
heartbeat to heartbeat, which is important finding considering the relative long
lasting cardiac PET imaging.
Another 3D x-ray angiogram study by Shecter et al. showed that coronary
arteries move consistently toward the left, inferior, and anterior during a cardiac
contraction (Shechter et al., 2006). They reported that during cardiac cycle 3D
displacement of the RCA ostium was 14.4 ± 1.9 mm (mean ± SD), left main origin
7.9 ± 2.2 mm, left main bifurcation 8.5 ± 1.7 mm, LAD 9.6 ± 1.3 mm, and LCX 12.1
± 2.4 mm.

2.6.2

Respiratory motion effect

It has been reported that anatomical imaging modalities quantify at least 5 mm and
mean 10.5 mm maximal respiratory motion amplitude of heart in the cranio-caudal
direction during tidal breathing for all cardiac patients (Daou, 2008). Apical part of
the heart has been shown to move slightly more than basal part of the heart due to
respiratory motion in CMR study (Wang et al., 1995). In the same study mean
respiratory motions of proximal parts of LCA and RCA has been reported to be in
cranio-caudal direction 13.1 mm and 10.5 mm, respectively. The motion ranges to
the other orthogonal directions was reported to be less than 3 mm for heart and
coronaries. According to this finding the right to left and anterior to posterior
motions of the coronary arteries are in the range of the diameter of the coronaries
and almost negligible when compared to the spatial resolution of current PET
scanners.
In cardiac PET respiratory motion of heart has been shown to cause image
artifacts and quantitatively significant contrast degradation of true tracer distribution
of myocardium (Livieratos et al., 2006; Ter-Pogossian et al., 1982). In hybrid cardiac
PET/CT the respiratory derived misregistration between the PET and CTAC scans
has shown to cause severe clinical problems, such as altered myocardial uptake
particularly in the lateral and anterior regions at the lung-myocardial interface (Le
Meunier et al., 2006) and misinterpretation of regional myocardial perfusion
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especially during cardiac PET stress imaging (Rajaram et al., 2013). It has been
reported that in clinical cardiac PET perfusion studies misregistration is frequent and
misalignment between CTAC map and PET image dataset is about 6 mm ± 6 mm
(mean ± SD) (Martinez-Möller, Souvatzoglou, et al., 2007). In the same study it was
reported that if misalignment is more than 6 mm the registration had clinically
noticeable effects, and when the misalignment was more than 8 mm (29% of the
scans) the effects on the tracer uptake were severe. However in the same study was
also showed that artifacts due to misregistration can be eliminated by repeating
cardiac PET reconstruction after manual realignment of the CT image data, or using
an automated emission-driven correction method.
It has been shown that due to respiratory motion the effective FWHM of PET
system can be formulated as follows (Daou, 2008):
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = �𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹2 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 2

According to this formula the mean axial effective FWHM in cardiac PET is
around 11.6 mm, when applying the current PET system FWHM (i.e. 5 mm)
(Germano et al., 2016) and reported mean axial respiratory motion amplitude (i.e.
10.5 mm) (Daou, 2008). Remarkable is that when both cardiac and respiratory
motions are taken into account the real effective FWHM of PET system in cardiac
imaging is even higher. This underlines why both respiratory and cardiac motion
handling is mandatory to accomplish high resolution cardiac PET images.

2.7

Motion compensations in cardiac imaging

Since the motion of heart is showed to be minimal at mid-diastole (Wang et al., 1999)
the data is preferred to acquire during this period to eliminate the contraction motion
related image artefacts. The contraction motion of the heart is commonly assumed
to be cyclic and to follow the periodic ECG signal (Wang et al., 1999). Thus ECG
signal is routinely used for controlling the data acquisition periods in cardiac CT and
CMR. Recently ECG signal is also used in cardiac PET as a post-processing tool to
eliminate cardiac contraction motion related image degradations. However, in
precisely ECG represents electrical activity of the heart and not directly the
mechanical contraction motion of myocardium. Thus it is suggested that
seismocardiography may be more accurate to determine rest periods of cardiac
motion cycle than ECG (Wick et al., 2012). However, the method’s efficacy is not
yet proven in routine clinical studies.
With current fast cardiac CT scanners respiratory motion problem has been
solved with breath-hold (BH), and no additional respiratory compensation method is
needed. Most often in CMR the respiratory motion problem is also handled with
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sequential BHs. However, it has been reported that without any feedback signal to
aid BH, the diaphragmatic cranio-caudal position can vary about 8.3 mm between
different BHs at the same targeted BH-level (Liu et al., 1993).
Different measurement settings to follow physiology of respiration (Morel et al.,
1983; Seppä et al., 2010; Wadhwani & Longini, 1973), volume changes of lungs
(Konno & Mead, 1967) and variability of respiratory patterns in different body
positions (Dawood et al., 2007; Houtveen et al., 2006; Ishida et al., 2011; Liu et al.,
2009; Ruan et al., 2006) have been widely studied. During free breathing, most of
the time is spent in a position close to that of expiration phase of the respiratory
cycle. End-expiration level has also shown to be the most stable position in the
respiratory cycle, while the end inspiration peaks shows much variability (Daou,
2008; Dawood et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2009).
Respiratory motion of thoraco-abdominal organs consists of the variable
combination of translation, rotation, and deformation at the voxel level even for the
same organ. Respiratory motion of the heart has shown to have more variability than
contraction motion due to individual breathing patterns (Liu et al., 2009; MartinezMöller et al., 2007). Thoraco-abdominal organ motions may neither be totally in
phase with respiratory motion (Daou, 2008; Liu et al., 2009). However, good
correlation between lung volume change and change of circumference or anteriorposterior displacement of ribcage or abdomen has been showed during tidal
breathing (Gribbin, 1983; Konno & Mead, 1967). Strong correlations between
diaphragm or heart motion and chest wall motion based respiratory signals have been
reported in CMR (Santelli et al., 2011) and radiotherapy (Vedam et al., 2003).
Due to strong correlation between respiratory induced heart and diaphragm
motions (Martinez-Möller et al., 2007; Wang et al., 1995) the diaphragm motion
detecting methods have been widely studied to handle the respiratory motion effects,
as degrading spatial resolution, in cardiac PET (Nehmeh & Erdi, 2008). In turn, wide
individual variability has been reported between respiratory induced coronary and
diaphragmatic motions during free breathing in real-time MRI (Danias et al., 1999).
Thus the respiratory motion compensation has shown to be more complex problem
to solve than cardiac contraction compensation, but in some extent, it has been shown
to be possible with external respiratory motion detecting devices (Nehmeh & Erdi,
2008).

2.8

Gating as cardiac motion compensation in
PET/CT

Gating, i.e. sorting the data into separate data files, i.e. gates, with respect to
respiratory or contraction motion phase, is proposed as a method to minimize
respiratory and contraction motion related image artifacts. Commonly gated cardiac
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PET data is acquired in LM acquisition where synchronization information between
emission data and ECG and/or respiratory gating signals is included in LM data
structure as separate gating time event. This allows retrospective gated PET data
reconstruction where the synchronization information, the gating time events and the
gating signal processing is utilized to gain gated cardiac PET images. In
consequence, each gated PET image contains only a portion of the detected
coincidence events, which means that tradeoff for improved spatial resolution is
impaired SNR in the gated PET images (Schäfers et al., 2005). To maintain both
SNR and spatial resolution for diagnostic gated PET studies compensation methods
as prolonged scan time, increased injected radioactive dose or motion correction
algorithms are the options. In clinical PET only acceptable approach is the motion
correction algorithms, which can include all original coincidence events in the one
motion corrected PET image without affecting the patient throughput or patient
radiation dose.

2.8.1

ECG based cardiac gating in PET and CT

Cardiac PET imaging has been shown to be possible using an ECG gated acquisition
that can generate systolic and diastolic images of the heart (Hoffman et al., 1979;
Ter-Pogossian et al., 1982). ECG gating has been shown to allow quite accurate
estimations of left ventricular volumes, ejection fraction, and myocardial mass from
cardiac PET images when compared to CMR (Khorsand et al., 2003; Porenta et al.,
1995). For healthy subjects in ECG-gated cardiac PET the mean end-diastolic wall
thickness and mean endocardial wall radial motion has been reported to be 15 mm
and 5 mm, respectively (Freiberg et al., 2004). However, in the same study the
endocardial wall motion reported systemically underestimated and myocardial enddiastolic wall thickness overestimated by ECG-gated cardiac PET when compared
with CMR. In this study of Freiberg at al. RR interval of ECG was divided into 8
bins in gated cardiac PET acquisition and gated cine MRI acquisition was performed
with a fixed-frame duration of 50 ms during systolc phase.
In cardiac CT during BH the ECG gating can be either prospectively triggered
or retrospectively gated. Retrospectively gated cardiac CT is usually acquired in
helical mode where tube current is delivered throughout the cardiac cycle, and thus
permits reconstruction of a cine data set of cardiac contraction. The helical mode
imaging is more forgiving for heart rate variabilities during the CT scan and thus
improves the coronary CT image quality for all coronary artery segments, which
motions are not exactly in synchrony (Wang et al., 1999). The benefits of
retrospective approach come at the cost of increased and often unnecessary radiation
exposure to the patient.
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When heart rate is regular and below 65/min the prospective ECG triggering,
known as “step and shoot” mode of acquisition, is usually applied for coronary CT.
Prospective triggered cardiac CT acquires the axial image data during the predefined
R-R interval of ECG over a few consecutive heartbeats by moving the patient table
stepwise during the every other heartbeat. The R-R intervals at the mid-diastole, i.e.
from 50% to 80% intervals, are common because during this interval the motion of
coronaries has been shown to be minimal (Wang et al., 1999). The primary benefit
of prospective-triggered CT scan is the reduction of the patient radiation dose. In
addition, image quality may be compromised with misregistration and slab artifacts
if ectopic beats, arrhythmias, or heart rate variability occurs during the CT
acquisition.

2.8.2

Respiratory gated cardiac PET/CT

The most common way to acquire thoracic region PET scan is during shallow free
breathing. This traditional method maintains the count statistics and leads to quite
good image quality. However, it does not address the problem of decreased effective
PET resolution due to respiratory motion. It has been shown that in cardiac PET/CT
a simple, and very often used, approach using a fast low-dose CT scan without gating
and during a breath-hold for AC of cardiac PET is inappropriate and may lead to
false diagnostic conclusions (Goerres et al., 2002; Schäfers et al., 2005). Ideally, both
the PET and CTAC scans should be acquired with cardiac and respiratory gating to
ensure an accurate quantitative image reconstruction. However, if no respiratory or
cardiac motion correction is performed for cardiac PET data the suggestion for
optimal CTAC is to acquire low dose average cine CT data slowly during free
breathing over at least one breathing cycle and without ECG gating (Cook et al.,
2007; Liu et al., 2009; Pan et al., 2006). This allows better spatial co-registration
between CTAC map and PET data, and thus eliminates the misregistration problems.
Methods that use gating to overcome respiratory related problems are based
mainly on acquisitions where PET data is acquired on list mode together with an
external respiration detecting device that produces a synchronized signal that follows
the frequency and magnitude of respiration of patient during the scan. Most
commonly used methods are based on chest wall movements or lung volume changes
of the patients. Chest wall motion can be detected with an elastic belt or a camerabased method. Both methods are commonly used for respiratory gating in
radiotherapy (Li et al., 2006), CT (Nehmeh et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2004), and PET
(Nehmeh et al., 2002) imaging. Lung volume changes can be measured indirectly
using spirometry, which detects airflow changes in respiratory tract during breathing.
Spirometry is commonly used in clinical pulmonology and during anesthesia.
Spirometry has been used as a research tool to trigger gated radiotherapy (Zhang et
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al., 2003), quantitative CT (Kalender et al., 1990), and gated PET (Zubal et al.,
1984). Temperature sensor (Boucher et al., 2004; Ehman et al., 1984), bioimpedance
signal (Koivumäki et al., 2014; Koivumäki et al., 2015; Wadhwani & Longini, 1973)
and accelometer based seismocardiography (Tadi et al., 2014) methods have also
been proposed to be possible to apply for respiratory gating in research settings.
Inherent PET list mode data is also introduced as a self-respiratory gating technique
in research settings and have shown to be comparable with techniques based on
external signal monitoring (Büther et al., 2010). However, the data-driven self-gating
methods have developed slowly and these have been commercially available for only
a short time on the latest and most advanced PET/CT scanners.
Respiratory gating in PET is done by either time-based or amplitude-based
methods. The time-based methods divide the respiratory signal into different
phases with reference to time in each breathing cycle. Then the PET list mode data
from corresponding time phases of each breathing cycle are summed up into
separate time-based respiratory gates. However, the depth of respiration is not
taken into account in the time-based methods. The amplitude-based methods divide
the respiratory signal into different phases with reference to the magnitude of the
signal. Then the PET list mode data from corresponding amplitude phases of each
breathing cycle are summed up into separate amplitude-based respiratory gates.
Both of these primary methods can be further subdivided two ways depending on
the method of selecting the gate width, i.e. either variable or constant. In the
variable-gating method, the width of each gate is calculated individually whereas
in the constant-gating method the width of all gates is equal. Dawood et al have
been compared different time- and amplitude-based respiratory gating methods
with respect to their noise properties and their accuracy with respect to capturing
the respiratory motion in cardiac PET imaging using a camera-based abdominal
motion sensing method to acquire respiratory gating signals (Dawood et al., 2007).
The cardiac contraction motion was neglected and eight respiratory gates for all
gating methods were used in their study. They reported that for motion capturing
the amplitude-based methods were superior to time-based methods, and the
variable-amplitude-based method captured the respiratory motion best while
keeping a constant noise level of gated PET image among all respiratory phases.
Dawood et al concluded in their study that the large differences between
amplitude- and time-based gating methods can be explain due to irregular and
asymmetrical breathing patterns of the patients.
Daou et al have been analyzed in their review article the benefits and
disadvantages of the reported respiratory gating methods to minimize respiratory
related motion problems, i.e. CTAC and PET data misregistration and PET image
blur (Daou, 2008). The equal goal for these methods is to minimize the respiratory
motion in gated PET images and at the same time guarantee the correct co-
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registration between the CTAC map and PET images. Thus the respiratory
corrected PET data should allow a net improvement of the effective resolution of
the PET system approaching that of the PET system without motion. This should
translate into an improvement of PET sensitivity for detecting small uptake lesions
and more accurate quantification of tracer uptake and volume of PET lesions
(Daou, 2008). To achieve these goals the best suggested respiratory gating
approach by Daou et al was to unite respiratory gated 4D-PET and 4D-CTAC
scans, which both are acquired over a complete respiratory cycle (Nehmeh et al.,
2004; Pan et al., 2004). Nehmeh et al have been shown that this 4D PET/CT
approach significantly improves the co-registration of PET and CT lesions, reduces
PET-derived tumor volumes, and increases lesion SUV (Nehmeh et al., 2004).
However, major disadvantage of 4D-CTAC scan is significantly increased
radiation dose to the patient when compared to normal CTAC scan. Other
suggested possible approach to overcome the missregistration problem between
PET and CTAC scans is a single-gate respiratory synchronized PET where endexpiration or end-inspiration respiratory gated PET image is matched with an endexpiration or end-inspiration CT scan that is acquired during a breath-hold (Fin et
al., 2008; Meirelles et al., 2007; Nehmeh et al., 2007).
All respiratory gated PET methods suffers the low SNR of the gated PET images
due to the fact that only a part of the acquired PET data is used for image
reconstruction. To overcome this loss of statistics different image level
transformation methods to maintain the statistics of gated PET data are reported, and
one of the first was a rigid-body transformation method (Livieratos et al., 2005).
Also an optical flow based method has been reported where PET image data is
transformed from the individual respiratory gates to one static phase within the
breathing cycle and then transformed images are added up to get a complete dataset
with minimum motion that contains all acquired information (Dawood et al., 2008;
Dawood et al., 2006). This transformed PET dataset is then reconstructed again with
a co-registering CTAC scan which has been taken during a breath-hold at same static
phase within the breathing cycle than the PET image. These basic optical flow
methods assume that the brightness of the objects remains constant between the
frames. This condition is not fulfilled in cardiac PET data where the brightness of
the myocardium is not accurately resolved due to the PVE. Thus it has been proposed
an improved a mass preserving optical flow method of cardiac motion correction in
3D PET data that corrects the cardiac motion efficiently despite the PVE of the
cardiac PET data (Dawood et al., 2013). Also a joint image and motion
reconstruction method, that exclusively works on the measured gated PET data, has
been proposed to improve PET image quality without any external motion
measurements (Blume et al., 2010; Blume et al., 2012).
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2.8.3

Dual gated cardiac PET/CT

Ter-Pogossian et al have been reported that degradation of reconstructions of true
tracer distribution occurs in cardiac PET due to both contraction and respiratory
induced motion of the heart. They also proposed that the motion related influences
could be minimized using dual gating (DG) approach i.e. simultaneous gating with
respect to both cardiac contraction and respiration (Ter-Pogossian et al., 1982).
Zubal et al have been shown that dual gated nuclear cardiac imaging is feasible using
list mode acquisition together with respiratory and ECG signal acquisition which are
further synchronized with the list mode data (Zubal et al., 1984). They concluded
that dual gated cardiac images show better definition of the myocardium and
therefore have the potential of improving the resolution and detectability of small
cardiac lesions, and the characterization of cardiac wall motion. After that Klein et
al have been introduced a DG-method using online histogramming of PET data
together with signal processing software (Klein et al., 1998). Their real-time DGmethod was based on prospectively defined time-gating with constant gate lengths.
This Klein’s method has been reported to be vulnerable for heart and respiratory rate
irregularities, which make it inappropriate to the most patient studies (MartinezMöller et al., 2007). Dual-gating method for mouse heart PET imaging has been
reported to be a feasible but the approach is not suitable for human cardiac studies
due to differences of breathing patterns between mouse and humans (Yang et al.,
2005). Martinez-Möller et al have been reported a potential technique for dual gated
cardiac PET studies using list mode acquisition together with additional signal
prosessing for a belt derived respiratory gating signal (Martinez-Möller et al., 2007).
In their method both respiratory and ECG gating is based on time-gating with
constant gate length definition. The reported results showed that the DG-technique
is able to eliminate partly the effects of motion induced by respiration and cardiac
contraction. Buther et al have been introduced a self-gating DG-technique for cardiac
PET imaging that analyses the PET list mode data stream on a frame-by-frame basis
to obtain the contraction and respiratory motion of heart (Büther et al., 2009). They
reported that their self-gating technique is comparable to conventional signal based
gating methods to detect the myocardial motions in PET. However, the self-gating
method by Buther et al or the dual-gating method by Martinez-Möller et al are
scanner related approaches and are not designed to a small target, as a vulnerable
coronary plaque, detection in PET.

2.9

Small target cardiac PET/CT imaging

When aiming to small target cardiac PET/CT imaging, as the vulnerable coronary
plague imaging, in addition to motion related problems, i.e. motion amplitude,
motion patterns and gating methods, it’s needed to be consider other relevant effects
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that affects the detection of the small moving targets in PET (Fox & Strauss, 2009;
Lucignani, 2009). Main additional considerable effects are the effect of target size
versus spatial resolution of PET, and thus PVE, TBR and reconstruction algorithms
of the PET system (i.e. choices of reconstruction parameters as matrix size, iteration
numbers and smoothing).

2.9.1

Motion effects in small target PET/CT imaging

In Figure 7 is illustrated in general, how motion of small size target affects on
detected activity, and thus image quality in PET. Park et al have studied how the
linear and periodic motion affects the detection of small targets in PET/CT imaging
(Park et al., 2008). They put the spherical targets in the dynamic thorax and NEMA
IEC body phantoms and evaluated the effect of one-dimensional translational motion
amplitude (1 to 2 cm), target size (diameter from 10 to 37 mm), TBR value and
gating numbers on the target volume activity and recovery coefficient (RC) behavior.
RC values were based on a maximum voxel (3 mm width) activity value inside the
target volume.

Figure 7. Illustration how motion of small target affects on detected activity and image quality in
PET. Motion reduces the observed activity of small target and blurs image quality.

Park et al reported that without gating even 1 cm respiratory motion significantly
lowers the measured activity value of the all size of the targets, and thus also the RC
values of the targets, when compared to static mode. The report showed that signal
loss not only depends on the magnitude of respiratory motion amplitude but also on
respiratory pattern, especially when constant time-based gating was applied.
However, the main conclusion were that 4D gated PET successfully recovered most
of the RC loss due to the motion, and the best values where measured at the end of
exhalation and inhalation phases of the respiration when respiratory motion has a
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sinusoidal pattern and the time-based gating approach is used. The main conclusion
of their study was that 5-bin constant time-based gating was enough to recover the
RCs very close to the standard reference values for all size of the spheres, with or
without the background activity, when 2 cm motion amplitude was applied. Also the
measured target volume activity values were reported to be optimal when 5 gating
bins were used. If fewer bins were used, the volumes of all spheres were overestimated due to the smearing effect of motion. However, when more than 5 gating
bins were used they reported that it resulted in the larger overestimations of RCs due
to the poor counting statistics and higher image noise, and this effect was more
significant as the sphere size was larger or as the TBR decreased. They also informed
that the applied 5-bin gating method was equivalent to the 4 min scan time, which is
in the range of a common scan time used in clinical 3D PET scan protocols. When
measuring the image quality effects of the targets, they noticed that for the largest
37 mm sphere that the SNR became worse whereas lesion detectability, contrast to
noise ratio (CNR), became better when the TBR became higher. Overall both
SNRand CNR values were deteriorated as the number of gating bins was increased.
Notable in the study of Park et al was that with 2 cm motion the smallest 10 mm
diameter sphere was reported to be visible when the used TBR were at least 8 but
with the TBR value of 4 the smallest sphere was not visible any more even when the
gating was applied.

2.9.2

Vulnerable coronary plaque PET/CT imaging

It has been reported that the higher the TBR value the more likely small moving
target can be detected by PET (Park et al., 2008; Strauss & Narula, 2007). When
focusing on vulnerable coronary plaque PET imaging it means that used tracer
should have high specific affinity to the plaque structures when compared to it’s
surroundings. As vulnerable coronary plaque has ongoing inflammation process, the
18F-FDG has been proposed to be possible target for vulnerable atherosclerotic
plaque PET imaging (Fox & Strauss, 2009; Vallabhajosula & Fuster, 1997). Rudd et
al. were first to report a potential relationship of focal 18F-FDG uptake in carotic
PET images with carotid atherosclerosis on symptomatic cerebrovascular disease
patients (J.H.F. Rudd et al., 2002). After that Tawakol et al showed a correlation
between macrophage density and TBR of 18F-FDG uptake in inflamed human
carotid endarterectomy specimens (Tawakol et al., 2006). The measured TBR values
of 18F-FDG uptake in carotic plaque were at most 5 in their study.
Whereas from results of Soret (Soret et al., 2002) and estimations of Strauss
(Strauss & Narula, 2007) can be derived that if the average size of vulnerable
coronary plaque (volume less than 0.1 mL) are aimed to detect with PET the true
TBR value are required to be approximately at least from 10 to 20 with the current
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generation of PET scanners when perfect plaque motion detection and correction are
explicitly assumed to be achieved. In same article Strauss et al have gave their
opinion on the instrumentation that is needed to image inflamed coronary plaque.
Their statement is that all studies will require respiratory and cardiac gating to
eliminate motion and thus permit a possibility for coronary plaque imaging. Their
opinion was that resolution of SPECT scanners is too low to achieve vulnerable
coronary plaque imaging but with PET it’s possible to achive if the TBR of used
tracer is high enough.
Only few clinical patient studies have been reported that vulnerable coronary
plaque detection using 18F-FDG PET could be possible (Alexanderson et al., 2008;
Dunphy et al., 2005; Wykrzykowska et al., 2009). Williams et al have been reported
that the patients who have a very high-fat, low-carbohydrate, protein-permitted
(VHFLCPP) diet before 18F-FDG injection have significantly lower myocardial
SUV values than the patients who follows a standard fasting diet instructions
(Williams & Kolodny, 2008). This specific diet preparation exploits well-known
inverse metabolic relationship between glucose and fatty acids that is based on
glucose-fatty acid cycle (Randle et al., 1963). This specific diet is potential method
to improve the TBR of 18F-FDG uptake into vulnerable coronary plaque and thus
improve the detection of the plaque in PET (Fox & Strauss, 2009). Also a few
pharmacologic interventions have been proposed to have possible desirable affect on
lesion 18F-FDG uptake (Fox & Strauss, 2009).
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3

Aims

This PhD consists of eight different substudies that are published in four individual
publications. The included substudies, applied methods and aims of the substudies
are presented shortly in Table 1. All substudies where PET/CT scans were acquired
the Discovery VCT (VCT) scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee,
WI, US) was used. Spesific aims of the study are:
1. To develop a novel DG-method for small target cardiac PET imaging.
Hypothesis: (1) The method is feasible to construct for cardiac PET
imaging with widely available commercial PET/CT scanner. (2) The
method excludes most of respiratory and contraction motion of heart in
cardiac PET imaging, and maintains high enough sensitivity to detect
small active targets of heart. (3) The method improves the detection of hot
and small cardiac structures, such as artificial vulnerable coronary
plaques, when compared to standard gated PET imaging methods. These
hypothesis where tested by applying the self-programmed DG-algorithm
to two self-reconstructed phantom PET studies. (Publication I)
2. To enhance and validate the quantitative DG-method. Hypothesis: The
enhanced DG-method is quantitative after precise parameter adjustments.
The hypothesis were tested by comparing validated clinical PET methods
and the enhanced DG-method in the standard NEMA image quality
phantom PET study. (Publication II)
3. To study the performance of the quantitative DG-method in animal and
clinical patient cardiac PET imaging. Hypothesis: The DG-method
improves the quantitative detection of small artificial coronary plaques of
minipigs, and small, hot and focal 18F-FDG uptake lesions in the
myocardium and in the coronary vessel walls of the cardiac patients when
compared to standard cardiac PET imaging methods. The hypothesis were
tested by imaging eigth minipigs which had inserted small radioactive
target in their coronaries and cardiac sarcoidosis suspected or CAD
patients (Publication II)
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4. To study spirometry derived lung volume signal amplitude and pressure
belt signal amplitude feasibility for cardiac vessel motion detection in
cardiac MRI. To study spirometry based lung volume signal and thoracic
impedance signal accuracy in respiratory gated cardiac PET. Hypothesis:
(1) The signal amplitude change for two studied respiratory methods have
at least good linear relation with the cardiac vessel motions in the threelevel breath-hold cardiac MRI. (2) The change of the lung volume signal
amplitude has at least good linear correlation with the motion of the center
of the myocardium 18F-FDG activity in the respiratory gated cardiac PET.
(3) Simple 3-lead ECG configured thoracic impedance signal is feasible
for respiratory gated cardiac PET, and the detected myocardial motion
amplitude and pattern in cardiac PET is comparable with the lung volume
based respiratory gating method. The first hypothesis was tested in the
cardiac MRI during the breath-holds with nine volunteers. Second and
third hypothesis was tested with clinical 18F-FDG cardiac patients by
applying the respiratory gating in PET data. (Publications III and IV)
Table 1.

PhD consists of eight different substudies that are published in four different
publications. Overall three different imaging modalities are applied for these studies.
Cardiac motion during these studies are managed with using ECG gating and four
different respiratory gating signals. RPM = video monitored chest wall motion, Vol =
spirometric lung volume change, Imp = 3-lead ECG based thoracic impedance signal,
Belt = chest wall motion induced pressure changes in elastic belt. Gating options: Man
= manual mode measurement, Simu = simulation mode measurement, x = real motion
measurement, - = not applied. CMA = Center of myocardium 18F-FDG activity
Publication

Modality

Imaging setups

Gating

Aim/Focus

ECG

RPM

Vol

Imp/Belt

2D-phantom

I

PET

Man

Man

-

-/-

DG-algorithm

Heart phantom

I

PET, (CT)

Man

x

-

-/-

Plaque

NEMA phantom

II

PET

Simu

Simu

-

-/-

Quantitation

Minipig coronary

II

PET, CT

x

x

-

-/-

Plaque

Heart sarcoidosis

II

PET

x

x

-

-/-

Motion

CAD coronary

II

PET, CT

x

x

-

-/-

Plaque

CMA of heart

III/IV

PET, (CT)

-

(x)

x

x/-

Motion

III

MR

x

-

x

-/x

Motion

Cardiac vessels
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Materials and Methods

4.1

Ethical approvements and study subjects

All clinical PET/CT studies were conducted according to Good Clinical Practice, the
Declaration of Helsinki, and US 21 CFR Part 50 (Protection of Human Subjects) and
Part 56 (Institutional Review Boards). The protocols of human PET/CT studies and
animal study were submitted to the appropriate Ethics Review Committee (ERC) or
Institutional Review Board (IRB), and their written unconditional approval were
obtained before commencement of the studies. Written informed consent for the
human PET/CT studies were obtained from all subjects before protocol-specific
procedures were carried out. The consent form generated with the assistance of study
board (SB) and was approved by the ERC/IRB. All participants were also informed
of their right to withdraw from the study at any time.
In study I no patients or volunteers were recruited. In studies I and II were the
feasibility of the reconstructed dual gated cardiac PET/CT imaging method tested
with the self-constructed and the certified phantoms. Patients participating in the
PET/CT studies were recruited through the Department of Cardiology of the Turku
University Hospital (Study II, III and IV). In cardiac MRI study (part of the Study
III) volunteers from the institution of the PET Centre were recruited. In study II
minipigs was used, and these animals were taken care and crown according to laws
of animal care.

4.2

PET/CT scanner characteristics and
performance

All PET/CT studies was performed using Discovery VCT (VCT) scanner (General
Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA), which combine a helical 64-slice
CT scanner and BGO block PET tomograph with a large 70-cm patient port. CT
scanner covers 40 mm axial depth with a slice thickness of 0.625 mm enabling an
accurate cardiac CTA imaging. The PET scanner is a multi-ring BGO block detector
system of 8x6 matrix where BGO crystals are arranged in 24 rings. Crystal
dimensions are 4.7 mm × 6.3 mm × 30 mm in transaxial, axial and radial direction,
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respectively. Numbers of crystals are 13,440. Energy window option of 425–650
keV and coincidence time window 9.3 ns were used for 3D mode acquisition.
In 3D mode at the centre of the FOV spatial resolution of VCT PET scanner in
transaxial and axial direction is reported to be 5.12 mm and 5.18 mm, respectively.
The sensitivity at the centre of FOV is reported to be 8.8 cps/kBq. The system scatter
fraction is reported to be 33.9% in 3D mode at energy of 425 keV. The more spesific
technical specifications and performance values for VCT PET/CT scanner can be
found from Teräs et al (Teräs et al., 2007).

4.2.1

PET scanner technical features for gated PET

The GE Discovery VCT PET/CT scanner has the capacity to acquire data in a LM
file in which every event occurring during the acquisition is written in a
chronological manner. Benefit of the LM acquisition is that it enables clinicians to
create sinogram data of different durations. In the DG-project, this LM acquisition
option enables easier post processing of the dual gated PET data. Before the DGproject started the scanner was upgraded in order to have two separate trigger signal
input connectors that were able to send the time informations of the trigger events
into the LM file (Figure 8 on left). At the time of the project started this capacity was
an additional feature and was only accessible for research purposes. The structure of
the LM file is coded in 32-bit words, which represent time markers, ring positions,
detected coincidence events and trigger events. The time markers are written in every
millisecond in the LM file. The trigger events from the two gating devices have their
identifiers which are differentiated by a 7 bit tag at the end of the 32-bit words in the
LM file.

Figure 8. On left is a photo of two different trigger input connectors of the scanner. On right is a
photo of ECG monitor that is connected to the ECG trigger input where it can send the
trigger information from the R-peak of the ECG-cycle.
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4.3

Gating devices

4.3.1

ECG monitoring device

In the PET patient studies ECG was monitored using a commercial ECG monitor
IVY 3150-B (IVY Biomedical Systems, USA) (Figure 8, image on right) using
standard 3-lead ECG cables and standard electrode positions (Figure 9, image on
lower left). The sampling frequency of the ECG monitor was 300 Hz. The ECG
monitor can also generate a trigger event at every R-peak of the ECG cycle that was
directly sent to the PET/CT scanner in the gated PET studies. The ECG monitor can
also be set as a simulation mode, when it simulates the steady heart even if the
electrodes are not attached to the patient. This simulation mode was applied in
NEMA phantom study (see section 4.7) to generate the cyclical ECG trigger events
into the PET LM data stream.

4.3.2

Respiratory monitoring devices

Four different commercial respiratory motion monitoring methods was tested and
analysed for respiratory induced cardiac motion detection and/or respiratory gating.
The first method was a clinically accepted device, called Real-Time Position
Management (RPM) Respiratory Gating System (Varian Medical Systems, USA),
that had been used as a respiratory motion detecting and gating device in thoracic
region PET/CT imaging (Nehmeh et al., 2002; Nehmeh, et al., 2004). This RPM
device constructs from two parts (Figure 9, upper row images). First part is a small
plastic block, which front surface has a one below the other two infrared-light
reflective markers. Second part is a charge-coupled devide (CCD) camera that tracks
the vertical displacement of the pair of reflective markers on the plastic block that is
attached on the patient’s chest. Thus the RPM device follows one-dimensional
vertical expansion and contraction motion of the chest wall that has shown to
correlate with the diaphragm motion (Gribbin, 1983; Konno & Mead, 1967), which
in turn has shown to correlate with respiratory induced heart displacement (Wang et
al., 1995). This RPM device is designed to monitor the respiratory motion with a
sampling frequency of 25 Hz. The RPM also generates a trigger event every time the
patient inspiration turns to expiration, and sends it to the separate respiratory trigger
input-port in the PET/CT scanner (Figure 8, image on left) so that the trigger time
information is included also in the PET LM data stream. The trigger moment is
referred as zero phase of the respiratory cycle. The acquired respiratory signal data
together with the information of the trigger events was saved in a separate log file.
The limiting ability of the first version of the RPM device was the fact that the log
file was able to save only the 8 last minutes of the acquired respiratory signal. This
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limitation restricted the length of the 2D-phantom and the dynamic heart phantom
gated PET studies to 8 minutes, before the version upgraded (version 1.6), which
had possibility to save longer periods of respiratory signal data. This RPM device
has additional rotating phantom to which the plastic block was able to attach so that
the device was able to simulate the respiratory motion. This simulation option was
used in NEMA phantom study (see section 4.7). Otherwise the infrared-light
reflecting block was attached to with a tape on the abdomen-chest border of the
subjects of the PET studies. In the dynamic heart phantom PET study an additional
stand for the block was reconstructed to the phantom so that the horizontal
(respiratory mimicking) motion of the phantom box (see section 4.6) was connected
to the vertical motion of this stand/block.

Figure 9. ECG and respiratory monitoring setups. Upper left image: RPM’s IR-camera that follows
respiratory motion. Upper right image: The plastic block with infrared markings over the
chest to follow patient’s respiratory motion. Air-tight mask that is connected to Datex
Ohmeda monitor for spirometer measurements. Lower left image: Standard 3-lead ECG
configuration that was used for thoracic impedance measurement with Datex Ohmeda
monitor. Lower right image: From left to right is the PET/CT scanner, IVY ECG-monitor,
Datex Ohmeda monitor, and laptop for spirometer and impedance signal processing.
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As an additional option the RPM device can also be used to control dynamic CT
scans from which respiratory gated CTAC maps can be generated for the phasematched PET emission studies. With this option the RPM device controls the CT
tube acquisition so that dynamic CineCT scan (120 kV, 30 mA) (Nehmeh, et al.,
2004; Pan et al., 2004) is acquired over one RPM controlled breathing cycle. When
applying the commercial post-processing tools to this dynamic CT data, it can be
separate to different respiratory phases by exploiting the simultaneously acquired
RPM respiratory signal. This procedure produces N number constant width timebased respiratory gated CT data files from the acquired breathing cycle. Further on
these respiratory gated CT files can be used for AC with similarly gated matched
PET emission data. This respiratory gated CineCTAC option is exploited in the
respiratory and dual gated human cardiac PET/CT studies (Study II, III and IV).
In spirometry measurement airflow signals were acquired using two slightly
different monitoring devices. In the cardiac MR and PET studies were used MR
compatible iMM MRI patient monitor including an E-MRICAiOVX airway module
(GE Healthcare) and S/5 Datex Ohmeda anesthesia monitor (GE Healthcare),
respectively. In airflow measurement settings subjects wore an air-tight breathing
mask which was connected to the monitors (Figure 9, images on right) to which
subject’s airflow signal during the MR or PET scan was stored. The sampling
frequency for both MR and PET spirometry monitors were 25 Hz, and the acquired
signals were saved to a log file. These airflow signals were post-processed off-line
so that derived lung volume chance signals were used for signal analysing, motion
correlation and respiratory gating in the performed cardiac MR and/or PET studies
(see sections 4.9 and 4.10)
The S/5 Datex Ohmeda anesthesia monitor has an additional option to monitor
and save the signal from the 3-lead surface electrodes. This option allows filtering
the signal from the 3-lead electric cables so that it separates an ECG signal and a
thoracic impedance signal from the original signal. In the applied measurement set
standard ECG cables, standard Blue Sensor R ECG electrode pads (Ambu, Ballerup,
Denmark) and standard ECG electrode positions were applied (Figure 9, image on
lower left). Thoracic impedance was measured by supplying current between two
electrodes and by measuring the differential current from the third electrode (Figure
9, on lower left). The input current was 200 μA and frequency 31 kHz. The used
measurement set for electrode locations and the choice for the supplying current
electrodes followed instructions of user manual supplied by the manufacturer. The
sampling frequency for the ECG signal was 300 Hz and for the thoracic impedance
signal 25 Hz. Similar as the lung volume signal both ECG and impedance signals
were saved to files on the S/5 monitor for off-line post-prosessing.
The fourth studied method was an elastic belt (Invivo) that was integrated in used
Philips Gyroscan Intera 1.5 T Nova Dual MRI scanner. The device had been as an
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optional respiratory gating device for thoracic region clinical MRI studies in Turku
PET Centre. Before the MRI study this elastic belt is attached firmly over the
subject’s chest-abdomen border. The idea of the belt function is that during breathing
the belt stretches and shortens along the chest wall motions. Doing so a pressure
sensor inside the belt creates a respiratory signal that reflects the stretchability of the
elastic belt. The sampling frequency for belt signal was also 25 Hz and the signal
was saved to a separate file for off-line postprosessing.

4.4

Dual gated cardiac PET method (Public. I)

Dual-gated cardiac PET method was developed for the studies that are performed
using the Discovery VCT PET/CT scanner (General Electric Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) in the LM acquisition mode. The ECG and respiratory
monitoring devices that were able to generate the trigger events into the LM file were
used for the synchronization between LM file and the monitored ECG or respiratory
signal information. Thus the DG-method can separate the acquired PET data
between the dual gated LM files in order of the one millisecond. The main idea in
the DG-method to overcome the cardiac contraction motion is to focus on the enddiastolic part of the ECG cycle that has shown to be most stable one (Wang et al.,
1999) allowing to optimize the dual gated image statistics in the diastolic PET
images. Thus the duration of systolic ECG phases were fixed and only the last
diastolic ECG phase was allowed to vary during the date definition process of the
DG-method. The respiratory gating part of the DG-method is optimized for
amplitude-based constant width gating, but the method is also adjustable for timebased gating or variable-width gating approaches. The main assumptions of the DGmethod were the following: respiratory motion and heart rate of a subject stays
relatively stable during a PET scan; baseline of the respiratory gating signal stays
relatively stable; and the trigger signal information are sent to the LM data at the
moment when the inspiration turns to expiration and at every R-peak of ECG cycle.
These principles and the workflow of the DG-method are illustrated in Figure 10 and
Table 2.

4.4.1

Dual gating procedure in cardiac PET

After dual gated PET LM acquisition the dual gated LM file and raw data files
(RDFs) were exported from the PET/CT scanner database for the offline data
processing. Simultaneously acquired respiratory gating signal data was also exported
for the offline processing. The DG-algorithm to analyse gating signals and to
separate the dual gated PET data accoring to these gating signals were self-designed
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and self-programmed using MatLab programming environment (MathWorks, Inc.)
that were run on a virtual 64-bit server computer in the Turku PET Centre.

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of the dual gating method: ECG signal is separated to four gates
of which three are during systole and fixed length, and the fourth represents diastole
which lenght is allowed to vary. Respiratory signal is separated to three constant-width
amplitude gates. Trigger event time information that are sent to PET LM data stream
are illustrated with open square (for ECG) or open circle (for respiration). This leads to
12 dual gates (G1 to G12). Dot = LM data event

In the beginning of the workflow the self-programmed DG-algorithm determines
trigger events for a dual gated LM file and a respiratory gating signal file. After that
the algorithm synchronizes time events of the respiratory gating signal and the dual
gated LM file using the cross correlation spectrum between the time differences of
the determined trigger events from the both files. According to choices of respiratory
and ECG gate numbers, amplitude or time based respiratory gating, and ECG gate
definition, the algorithm defines time event information for the transition points
between the dual gates. Last the algorithm separates the LM data into subgroups
according to information of transition points of the dual gates and the information of
time synchronization between the respiratory gating signal and the LM data. Thus
dual gated coincidence PET data of each subgroup is copied to a file with same order
number than the corresponding dual gate. According to this procedure 12 dual gated
LM files are generated in default setting where three respiratory and four cardiac
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gates are used (see Figure 10). The format of new files and the original LM file are
the same, only the coincidence data is modified. Thereafter, dual gated LM files are
imported back to the LM disk of the PET/CT scanner. Each dual gated LM file is
then histogrammed to sinograms separately using the manufacturer’s unlisting
programs and further on reconstructed to PET images applying the standard iterative
OSEM-based reconstruction algorith. The whole workflow of the dual gating
procedure are illustrated in Figure 11.
Table 2.

Definition of dual gating phases for cardiac PET imaging: Three constant-width
amplitude based respiratory gates and four partly variable time-based ECG gates.
Respiratory gating

Cardiac contraction gating

Amplitude
Dual gate

Phase

threshold

G1

R1

> 75%

1: Rapid ventricular ejection

50 ms – 130 ms

G2

R1

> 75%

2: Isovolumetric phase

130 ms – 420 ms

G3

R1

> 75%

3: Rapid ventricular filling

420 ms – 550 ms

G4

R1

> 75%

4: Late diastole

G5

R2

25% – 75%

….

…

…

G9

R3

< 25%

1: Rapid ventricular ejection

50 ms – 130 ms

G10

R3

< 25%

2: Isovolumetric phase

130 ms – 420 ms

G11

R3

< 25%

3: Rapid ventricular filling

420 ms – 550 ms

G12

R3

< 25%

4: Late diastole

550 ms – next 50 ms
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Phase

1: Rapid ventricular ejection
…

Length

550 ms – next 50 ms
50 ms – 130 ms
…
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Figure 11. Illustration of the workflow of the dual gating procedure in cardiac PET imaging.

4.4.2

Data quantitation in dual gated cardiac PET

Due to above described dual gating post-processing the time spent into each dual
gated LM file is different than the original scan time. To maintain dual-gated PET
image quantification the actual scan time of the dual gated LM file needed to
calculate and some additional RDF header parameters had to be investigated, tested
and corrected.
During the unlisting process of LM emission data file the RDF of the scan is
simultaneously processed to include information from RDF header parameters
obtained during the scan. Attributes such as scan length (=BinDuration) and Events
Lost are stored in the header information of the RDF during the scan and are used
during the unlisting process. When the post-processed dual gated LM data files are
unlisted using this scanner’s standard protocol the original RDF of the scan has
incorrect header information for all the dual gated data files. Thus the RDF header
information for the time duration and lost coincidence events were needed to correct
for each dual gated data files separately before the unlisting processes. To do this an
additional algorithm for correcting the RDF header information was developed using
MATLAB programming environment (MathWorks, Inc.). The correct acquisition
times for each dual gated data files were achieved from the calculations of the dual
gating algorithm. This work was done collaboration with Nicolas Durand-Schaefer
and GE Healthcare, and is presented in detail by Durand-Schaefer master thesis
(Durand-Schaefer, 2008). This quantification process of dual gating method was
tested with a NEMA Image Quality phantom in study II (see section 4.7).

4.5

Dual gated 2D-phantom PET study (Public. I)

In study I two self-constructed phantoms were used to test the capability of the dual
gating method in simulated small target cardiac PET imaging. First the feasibility of
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the dual gated PET/CT method was tested with a 2D-phantom mimicking respiratory
and cardiac motions (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Photograph of the 2D-phantom. On the left is rotating and axially moving disk where the
radioactive source is attached.

The 2D-phantom consists of a solid disc that rotates on a constant velocity and
moves axially back and forth. Directions of these motions are orthogonal to each
other and both motions are periodical. The axial displacement of the disc,
frequencies of both motions, and radial position of the imaged target on the disc are
partly adjustable. Both motions generate synchronized trigger signals at certain point
of each motion period. These trigger signals are launched by magnetic and
mechanical sensors. This 2D-phantom is able to connect to the GE Discovery VCT
PET/CT scanner with the two separate trigger inputs.
In the 2D phantom study the radius of circular motion was set at 30 mm from the
centre of the disk and motion amplitude of axial displacement was set at 20 mm.
Cylindrical shape (3 mm diameter and 5 mm height) of radioactive source of 11C was
attached to 30 mm from the centre of the rotating disk. Frequencies of ECG and
respiratory motions were set to 54 cycles/min and 17 cycles/min.
A normal static CTAC-scan and a 5-min dual gated emission scan were acquired.
The thresholds of cardiac and respiratory phases were chosen to obtain the same size
of cardiac and respiratory motions for all phases. Parameters of the DG-algorithm
were adjusted so that for the circular motion four time-based constant-width phases
were used, because circular velocity was constant. Whereas for the axial motion
three amplitude-based variable-width phases were used, because the velocity of axial
motion was partly position dependent.
Post-processing of dual gated PET LM data was done according to presented
DG-method in section 4.4 without quantitative corrections to the raw PET data files.
All PET images were reconstructed using an iterative OSEM reconstruction
algorithm with a 256 x 256 matrix size, the axial field of view 50 cm, two iterations
and 28 subsets. This resulted to the voxel size of 2.0 × 2.0 × 3.27 mm3 (13 μL).
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Performance of the DG-algorithm was analysed so that the number of active time
events and number of coincidence events in each dual gated LM file was counted.
Active time events were those when coincidence events were present in dual gated
LM file. The number of time events was counted by the algorithm and the number
of coincidence events was counted by the manufacturer’s software after unlisting of
dual gated LM data.

4.6

Dual gated dynamic heart phantom PET study
(Public. I)

After successful 2D-phantom study a dynamic heart phantom with motions
mimicking realistic respiratory and cardiac motions was constructed (Figure 13 and
14) (Sipila et al., 2007) to test the DG-method’s capability to improve artificial
coronary plaque detection in the second part of the study I.

4.6.1

Dynamic heart phantom technical characteristics

Volume of left ventricular chamber, ejection fraction, myocardium thickness,
diameters of coronaries and size of coronary plaques on the surface of myocardium
were chosen to mimic real values of the human heart. Our heart phantom consists
of two rubber balloons, with diameters of ca. 50 and 80 mm leading to wall distance
of 10-15 mm mimicking myocardial wall of the left ventricle. Coronary vessels
were modelled using silicon tubes, with inner diameters ranging from 1 to 3.5 mm,
fixed on the surface of the myocardium with a tubular elastic net bandage, and four
artificial coronary plaques (porous aluminium oxide balls, diameter from 1 to 3
mm) were attached in the pockets on the artificial coronary arteries (Figure 13).
Contraction motion was simulated by a pneumatic pump (Figure 14). The relay
was included in the power circuit to delay the contraction of the heart phantom
during the diastolic phase. ECG trigger was launched by magnetic sensor at the
beginning of contraction of the ventricle referring the beginning of systole.
Respiratory motion was simulated by axially moving the box inside of which the
heart was fixed. Respiratory motion was connected with IR-reflective block to the
RPM system. The box was filled with water to have more realistic attenuation and
scatter conditions.
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Figure 13. Up: Structure of dynamic heart phantom. Below: Image of dynamic heart phantom. Black
pockets are vulnerable coronary plaque positions.

Figure 14. Structure of the heart phantom. Pneumatic pump that induces contraction motion of
myocardium in the plastic box that is axially moved by the electric motor.

4.6.2

Study setup and imaging protocol

Coronaries, myocardium, and ventricle were filled with concentrations of
radioactive 18F-FDG and CT contrast agent that mimicked real myocardial 18F-
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FDG PET and coronary CTA imaging protocols. In addition, the porous plaques
were infiltrated with the variable activity of 18F-FDG so that relation between
plaque and surrounding heart activity varied around from 600 to 6000. The
concentration ratios between different compartments were chosen to mimic assumed
radioisotope tracer ratios in real heart if optimal plaque spesific tracer could be
achievable. The radioactivity of each plaque was measured with a cross-calibrated
well counter (Ortec, USA). The activity of plaques ranged from 1 to 6 kBq and with
the plaque volume of around 10 to 15 μl. The box where heart phantom was placed
was filled with water to have more realistic attenuation and scatter conditions.
Pumping rate and time of diastole (delay of contraction) were set to 51 bpm and 400
ms, respectively. Respiratory rate was set to 19 cycles/min.
Imaging protocol was the following: the RPM driven respiratory gated 4D-CT
with dual motions to get phase-matched respiratory gated CTAC for dual gated PET
images, 30-min dual gated PET LM acquisition, Static CTAC without phantom
motions, 5-min PET acquisition in static mode without phantom motions.

4.6.3

Data processing and image reconstruction

Post-processing of dual gated PET LM data was done according to presented DGmethod in section 4.4 without quantitative corrections for the raw PET data files.
Parameters of the algorithm were adjusted so that the cardiac contraction was divided
to four time-based variable-width and respiratory motion to three amplitude-based
constant-width phases mimicking the dual gated cardiac PET study protocol (Figure
10). The length of all three systolic phases was chosen to be 260 ms meaning that
the time of diastolic phase was close to the contraction delay time. The choice of
respiration gating parameters was aimed to include same amount of the respiratory
motion into each respiratory phase.
All PET images were reconstructed using an iterative OSEM reconstruction
algorithm with a 256 × 256 matrix size, the axial field of view 50 cm, two iterations
and 28 subsets. This resulted to the voxel size of 2.0 × 2.0 × 3.27 mm3 (13 μL).
Respiratory gated CT images were used for CTAC of corresponding emission
data files when reconstructing dual gated PET images. Using the manufacturer’s
post-processing method together with acquired RPM signal the 4D-CT data was
divided to five CTAC images which corresponded to the five time-based constantwidth respiratory phases of the RPM signal (Nehmeh, et al., 2004). CTAC images
from time gated respiratory phases 1 to 3 were coupled with the amplitude gated
respiratory phases R1 to R3 of dual gated emission data, respectively, and further
used for attenuation corrections of dual gated PET sinograms. This approach
assumes that dynamic phantom respiratory motion, and thus RPM signal, resembles
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sine wave and is regular enough so that chosen approach for the AC phases matches
well with the PET phases.

4.6.4

Analysing methods

Analyses of all plaques were done for each dual gated image, non-gated image, and
image from the scan without motions. Motion analyses of the plaque in the voxel
space (voxel size 2.0 × 2.0 × 3.27 mm3) was performed by selecting the voxel of
plaque with a maximum activity, and by analyzing the values of adjacent voxels in
axial, sagittal, and coronal directions resulting the three orthogonal activity profiles
of the plaque. Parabolic fit over the centre points of maximum and two adjacent
voxels were used to determine the maximum activity and position of the peak.
Recovery coeffient values (RCs) were determined for each plaque dividing
measured maximum activity value of plaque with true plaque activity value. Percent
recovery coefficient values (RC%) were determined for each plaque dividing mean
maximum activity value of plaque over all dual gates with the maximum activity
value of non moving plaque. The width of the plaque was also measured in every
orthogonal direction by determining the intersection points between the horizontal
line at half maximum and lines, which were drawn between the centre points of
adjacent voxels at the both sides of the half maximum value. The distance between
these intersection points was defined as a full width at half maximum (FWHM) for
the plaque in every orthogonal direction.
The measurements of image analyzing were performed using the manufacturer’s
standard image processing tools at the workstation together with self programmed
algorithms in the MatLab programming environment (MathWorks, Inc.).

4.7

NEMA phantom study (Public II)

In study II a NEMA 2001 image quality phantom, which simulates the body with
non-uniform attenuation, was used to verify that data post-processing during dual
gating procedure does not alter the quantification of PET images.

4.7.1

Study setup and imaging protocol

The NEMA phantom without any actual motions was imaged in static PET mode
and in dual-gated PET mode to ensure that images were not affected by
misregistration between CTAC and emission data. Inside the phantom, three spheres
with diameters of 10, 17, and 28 mm was used. The spheres were filled with a
radioactive solution of 18F-FDG with an activity concentration of 35.5 kBq/ml. A
standard CTAC scan acquired for AC was followed by a 7-min static and a 7-min
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dual-gated emission scan. Static scan was acquired to get static image
reconstructions with acquisition times matching with the individual dual gate image
reconstruction in order to compare dual-gated parameters with the static reference
parameters. In dual gated scan trigger events for ECG and respiratory motions were
simulated. The cardiac triggers were simulated using the IVY 3150-B ECG monitor
(IVY Biomedical Systems, USA) in a test mode at a heart rate of 65 bpm. The
simulated respiratory motion was mimicked with a device that produces a cyclic
respiratory-like motion of the reflectors’ box for the RPM. This generated respiratory
motion of the box was followed with the RPM device. Both simulated triggers were
sent to the scanner LM data stream as in normal dual gated PET studies.

4.7.2

Data processing and image reconstruction

The phantom data that was acquired in the static PET mode was reconstructed using
the scanners’ standard unlisting protocol by applying the matching acquisition times
with individual dual gated image reconstructions. The dual gated phantom data was
post-processed and reconstructed using our quantitative dual-gating protocol. The
parameters of the DG-algorithm were adjusted so that 4 time-based variable-width
cardiac and 3 amplitude based constant-width respiratory gates were used as
presented in Figure 10. This produced 12 dual gated images, which each of contained
different amount of emission data according to their dual gated acquisition time
lengths. In addition, manufacturer’s time based constant-width respiratory gating
unlisting process was also applied to dual gated LM data to get validated reference
respiratory gated PET images for SNR analysis comparision.
All static, respiratory gated and dual gated PET images, with and without RDF
parameter corrections, were reconstructed with the 3D-OSEM reconstruction
method with (two iterations, 28 subsets) to a 128 × 128 matrix and 35-cm field of
view (FOV) with 47 slices. Slice thickness was 3.27 mm, which gives a voxel
volume of 24.5 mmˆ3 (i.e. 24.5 μl). During reconstruction, all standard corrections
were performed.

4.7.3

Analysing methods

The image-quality parameters referring to data scatter fraction, dead-time, and decay
correction factors were measured for reconstructions of the static and the dual gated
modes. If these factors remained unchanged during dual gating process the validity
of the quantitation preserved correction for RDF was proven.
The evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as a function of the acquisition
time was also analyzed. All three spheres were analyzed in each static, respiratory
gated and dual gated image using a standard VOI analyzing method that computes
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the maximum value, the mean value, and the standard deviation of the activity
concentration within the volume. The evolution of SNR was compared to different
dual-gated frame lengths to see the effect of statistics in image quality. The activity
and SNR values within the spheres derived from static and respiratory gated scans
were compared to corresponding dual-gated frame lengths to see if the RDF
parameter corrected dual gating process preserves the statistics.

4.8

Dual gated minipig cardiac PET study (Public.
II)

The idea of the minipig study was to study if the small radioactive point source which
is artificially positioned in the coronary artery of the minipig is detectable with
current generation PET/CT scanner and what is the effect of the gating methods in
the image quality parameters and how the background activity affect on the detection
accuracy of the point source. The project was approved by Ethical committee for
animal studies (1606/06).

4.8.1

Study setup and imaging protocol

In minipig study (Study II) eight 30 – 40 kg weighted minipigs were included into
the study. Before the study the minipigs were anesthetized using ketamine and
pancuronium, tracheostomized by surgeon and ventilated using common clinical
respirator that was connected with clinical spirometer to follow the exchange of
respiratory gases. The subclavian artery of minipig was also prepared in sight by
surgeon. The clinical angiographic coronary catheter (5F) was prepared so that the
radioactive source of known activity was inserted in small hole (2 mm length and 1
mm width and depth) of the tip of the catheter. The tip of the catheter was sealed and
the activity of the catheter was measured in the cross-calibrated well-counter (3” ×
3” NaI crystal) and was around 6 kBq in the volume of 2 µl. In angiographic
laboratory the radioactive catheter was inserted by cardiologist through the prepared
subclavian artery inside the coronary artery of the minipig so that the tip of the
catheter was positioned in the main branch of the left or right coronary artery and the
other end of the catheter was stitched on the skin of the minipig. This fixing
procedure was done to prevent the tip of the catheter to slide out from the coronary
artery. After fixing procedure the position of the tip of the catheter inside the
coronary artery was confirmed with the fluoroscopic angiographic imaging by
cardiologist. The workflow of the performed minipig study is illustrated in Figure
15. First CTA scan was performed using step-and-shoot cine protocol, Thereafter
static CTAC scan (100 kV, 80 mA) was done during breath-hold (i.e. respirator was
turned off). Length of the dual gated PET scan was 15-min, and intravenous (iv.)
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18F-FDG radioactivity dose was around 50 MBq before second PET scan. Standard
ECG monitor was used for cardiac monitoring and ECG gating. The RPM device
was used for respiratory signal acquisition and for respiratory gated phase-matched
dynamic CT scans (120 kV, 30 mA) for AC of gated PET (see details in section
4.6.3).

Figure 15. The workflow of the minipig study.

4.8.2

Data processing and image reconstruction

Post-processing of dual gated PET LM data was done together with quantitative
corrections in the RDF files. Parameters of the algorithm were adjusted so that 4
time-based cardiac and 3 amplitude based constant-width respiratory gates were used
as presented Figure 10 and Table 2. All PET images were reconstructed with the 3DOSEM reconstruction method with (two iterations, 28 subsets) to a 128 × 128 matrix
and 35-cm field of view (FOV). With a slice thickness of 3.27 mm, this gives a voxel
volume of 24.5 μl (Study II, III, IV).

4.8.3

Analysing methods

Activity profiles together with FHWM for artificial coronary plaque were
determined for all reconstructed image sets. The maximum activity values of the
artificial coronary plaque from all reconstructed image sets were determined using
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maximum voxel analyzing method. Displacements of the artificial coronary plaque
(i.e. maximum voxel) positions due to respiratory and/or contraction motions were
measured for gated image sets. The plaque reference displacements due to
contraction and respiratory motions were estimated by measuring the movement of
the tip of the catheter from planar fluoroscopic angiogram images. TBR values for
the different image sets were determined by comparing the measured maximum
activity value of the plaque with the background activity values that where measured
from both LCA and RCA myocardium territories.
The measurements of image analyzing were performed using the manufacturer’s
standard image processing tools at the workstation together with self programmed
algorithms in the MatLab programming environment (MathWorks, Inc.).

4.9

Clinical cardiac PET/CT study (Public. II)

Coronary artery disease and suspected cardiac sarcoidosis patients were recruited to
evaluate the efficacy of cardiac DG-method to detect smaller cardiac structures than
usual in clinical non-gated cardiac PET/CT imaging.

4.9.1

Cardiac PET/CT setups

The feasibility of dual gated cardiac PET/CT imaging with 18F-FDG in clinical
situation was tested for six patients in two patient groups. Two patients had a
suspected cardiac sarcoidosis and four patients had CAD, where the inclusion criteria
was unstable angina pectoris or small NSTEMI (non-ST elevation myocardial
infarction) that was stabilized within 2 days.
Before the study all patients had 10 to 12 hour fasting state. In patients with
sarcoidosis, no other means for reducing the tracer myocardial uptake were used. For
the CAD patients, two additional methods were used to suppress the myocardial
18F‑FDG uptake in order to better distinguish possible vulnerable coronary plaques.
In the first method, 20% Lipovenös (Kabi Vitrum, Uppsala, Sweden) intralipid ivinfusion was started to administer 1 hour before the tracer injection and was
continued over the whole PET examination. The used infusion rate was constant
0,1 ml/min/10 kg. This Lipovenös is a safe lipid homogenous emulsion, consisting
of soybean oil and glycerol, which is used as a source of energy and essentially fatty
acids in patients in need of parenteral nutrition therapy. In Finland it is available with
special license and could be used in PET studies. Before the 18F-FDG tracer
injection (dose 330-370 MBq) first blood samples (glucose, FFA, lactate) were
controlled. 100 min after the tracer injection second blood samples (FFA, lactate)
were controlled. This Lipovenös method was used for two CAD patients. In the
second method VHFLCPP diet one day prior to the fasting period of the study was
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used (Williams & Kolodny, 2008) to get low blood glucose and insulin levels, and
at the same to get high free fatty acid (FFA) levels to suppress 18F-FDG
accumulation in the myocardium. If patients had metformin medication it was
instructed to pause 48 hours before the study. This VHFLCPP diet method was used
for two CAD patients, who were instructed to keep food diary for their eating.
In same imaging setting before the dual gated cardiac PET/CT acquisition all
CAD patients had additional clinical CTA scan which why according to standard
clinical protocol they had also iv-administered betablocker and sublinguinal
nitroglyserine spray right before the CTA scan.

4.9.2

Cardiac PET/CT imaging protocols

Imaging setup for the cardiac PET/CT is illustrated in Figure 16. Spiral clinical CTA
and Static CTAC scans were performed during the breath-hold at end-inspiration.
All respiratory or dual gated cardiac PET scans (from 20 to 30 min) started 120 min
after injection of around 350 MBq of 18F-FDG. The RPM device was used for the
respiratory gated phase-matched dynamic CT scan. For the two cardiac sarcoidosis
suspected patients the imaging setup differs that is presented in Figure 16 so that the
length of the dual gated PET LM acquisition was only 8-min and no additional
clinical CTA or the phase-matched dynamic CT scans were performed. Cardiac
rhythm of the patients during the imaging protocol was followed using standard ECG
IVY 3150-B monitor (IVY Biomedical Systems, USA). The respiratory monitoring
and gating was done with the RPM device. Radiation dose for the patients was 1 mSv
from static CTAC, 7 mSv from clinical CTA, 6.5 mSv from 18F-FDG (350 MBq)
and 6.5 mSv from cine CTAC. Clinical spiral CTA scan with retrospective ECG
gating was performed only for the two CAD patients in the Study II.

4.9.3

Data processing and image reconstruction (Public. II)

All sarcoidosis-suspected and CAD patients PET data were post-processed and
reconstructed using the scanners’ standard time-based constant-width single channel
gating protocols (i.e. either respiratory or ECG gating) and our quantitative dualgating protocol. Post-processing of dual gated PET LM data was done together with
quantitative corrections in the RDF files. Parameters of the algorithm were adjusted
so that 4 time-based cardiac and 3 amplitude based constant-width respiratory gates
were used as presented in Figure 10 and Table 2. Aim of this parametric choice was
to get the best statistics and sensitivity to the end-expiratory diastolic phase which is
the longest and during which the movement has shown to be the smallest. Overall in
the CAD study non-gated, 5 time-based constant-width respiratory-gated, 12 time-
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based constant-width cardiac-gated, and 12 dual-gated PET images were
reconstructed.
In CTA study of CAD patients the CT raw data were reconstructed with crosssectional images at 0.4 mm intervals using routine filtered backprojection and
applying retrospective ECG gating. All sarcoidosis and CAD patients’ cardiac PET
images were reconstructed with the 3D-OSEM reconstruction method with (two
iterations, 28 subsets) to a 128 × 128 matrix and 35-cm field of view (FOV) with 47
slices. Slice thickness was 3.27 mm, which gives a voxel volume of 24.5 mm3 (i.e.
24.5 μl). During reconstruction all corrections were applied. For respiratory and
dual-gated dataset the dynamic phase-matched CTAC maps were used for AC (see
details in section 4.6.3), whereas static CTAC maps were applied for non-gated and
ECG-gated datasets.

Figure 16. Imaging protocol of the cardiac PET/CT studies (Study II, III and IV).

4.9.4

Analysing methods (Public. II)

All post-processed and reconstructed PET and CT image datasets were transferred
to a dedicated AW Workstation (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee,
USA) for further image processing using PET and CT image fusion and qualitative
and quantitative analysing techniques and tools for PET image datasets.
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Targets of the image analysis for suspected cardiac sarcoidosis PET/CT study:
•

Is there hot and focal 18F-FDG uptake lesions visible in the myocardium
that could be suspective for cardiac sarcoidosis.

•

Does the gating improve the detection of the smaller details of
myocardium structure as papillary muscles or hot focal 18F-FDG lesions?

•

What are the maximum detected displacements of the myocardial borders
due to respiratory and contraction motions?

Targets of the image analysis for CAD PET/CT study:
•

What is the effect of the interventions to suppress myocardium 18F-FDG
uptake?

•

Is there suspective focal 18F-FDG uptake lesions in the coronary territory
of the fused PET and CTA image series, that could be differentiated from
the myocardium?

•

What are the quantitative 18F-FDG activity values over the suspected
coronary lesions, and what are the relations of the lesions activity to
myocardium activity i.e. TBR-value.

•

What are the differences in quantitative ROI analysis of these lesions
between non-gated, gated, and dual-gated PET images.

4.10

Cardiac MR study (Public. III)

In the first part of the study III nine healthy volunteers (two female and seven male,
aged from 24 to 46) were included in cardiac MRI study which studied the
correlation between cardiac vessel motion amplitude and spirometric lung volume
or elastic belt pressure changes at different breath-hold positions.

4.10.1

CMR study setup and imaging protocol

The overview of the performed cardiac MRI study protocol is presented in Figure
17. During cardiac MR imaging respiratory motion of the subjects was followed
using the commercial spirometry device and Invivo elastic belt (see section 4.3.2).
Cardiac MR imaging was performed using Philips Gyroscan Intera 1.5 T Nova Dual
MRI scanner (Best, the Netherlands) and a balanced fast field echo (b-FFE)
sequence. Cardiac MR images were acquired during three breath-hold tasks
(inspiration, middle- expiration, and expiration) and during diastolic phase of cardiac
contraction. Overall three separate MR imaging sets were performed in three
orthogonal (axial, coronal, and sagittal) directions (Figure 17). Image acquisition
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parameters of MR scans were: repetition time/echo time (TR/TE) varied from
3.1 ms/ 1.5 ms to 3.6 ms/1.8 ms, flip angle = 60°, ECG-gating delay = 250 ms and
length = 500 ms, number of signal averages = 1. The voxel size of the reconstructed
images was 1.46 × 1.45 × 5 mm in sagittal and transaxial scans and 1.56 × 1.56 × 5
mm in coronal scans.
Breath-hold instructions were given to subjects immediately before each
sequentially performed BH period. Instructions for the first BH task were: ‘‘inhale,
exhale, inhale and hold the breath’’. Two other breathing instructions for breathhold tasks were: ‘‘inhale, exhale, inhale, half exhale and hold the breath’’ and
‘‘inhale, exhale and hold the breath’’. A single BH period lasted from 4 to 6 seconds
and each BH task consisted of 7 to 13 sequential BH periods. Altogether three MR
images from three different BH levels were acquired for each subject and for each
imaging direction (Figure 17). During each MRI scan both spirometry and belt
signals were acquired and stored to separate files on laptop for signal postprosessing.

Figure 17. Imaging protocol for the cardiac MRI study. BH = breath-hold.

4.10.2

Data processing and image analysing methods

All cardiac MRI images were reconstructed using standard clinical reconstruction
protocols. All cardiac MRI image datasets were transferred to a dedicated AW
Workstation (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, USA) for further
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image processing using qualitative and quantitative analysing techniques and tools
for MRI image datasets. Two experienced medical doctors analysed all cardiac MRI
images. They determined visually and independently 3D coordinates of voxels where
proximal end of LCA or distal end of sinus coronary (SC) vessel were localized and
these voxel positions were defined as 3D positions of the vessels. 3D position of
vessel that was determined during BH task of expiration was set of reference to
which two other 3D positions of vessels were compared. The displacement between
the 3D positions of vessel was determined as 3D motion of the vessel within the
accuracy of the voxel size. 3D positions and motions of vessels were determined for
all three imaging direction separately.
For all subjects during each BH task the volume and pressure signal amplitudes
and BH levels (i.e. values of volume and pressure changes) were determined.
Pearson’s correlation and linear regression analysis were carried out between the
amplitude values of three averaged BH levels and corresponding LCA or SC motions
over the subjects. Residual s of linear regression fit were used to estimate the mean
values and ranges of LCA and SC motion estimation errors. The equations showing
the linear dependences between the amplitude values of respiratory signals and the
LCA or SC motion estimations were derived using a least squares fitting. The BH
task of inspirium was used to determine mean value and range of both signal
amplitudes and mean value and range of motion of LCA and SC vessels over the
analyzed subjects. For each BH task consistence of sequential BH periods was also
evaluated. Range of BH values during each BH task was determined and the value
that was at most 25% of the signal value was allowed, otherwise the data of that task
was not included into analysis.

4.11

Respiratory gated cardiac PET studies (Public.
III and IV)

After cardiac MR study showed that spirometer based lung volume signal correlated
better than belt derived respiratory signal with coronary vessel motions (see section
4.10) the performance of the lung volume signal in the respiratory gated cardiac PET
study was evaluated. During this respiratory gated cardiac PET study we noticed that
the applied commercial spirometer device had an extra in-build option that enabled
to filter the thoracic impedance signal out of the standard 3-lead ECG signal. The
ongoing respiratory gated cardiac PET study continued the way that also the thoracic
impedance signal was acquired and applied as respiratory gating signal parallel to
the volume signal. The aim of this study was to find out the performance of these
respiratory gating methods to detect and minimize the respiratory induced cardiac
motion in clinical PET imaging.
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4.11.1

Respiratory gated cardiac PET setup

The respiratory gated cardiac PET study started after the pilot coronary plaque study
(see section 4.9) ended. The recruiment of CAD patients were continued to a main
coronary plaque PET study, which is not part of this PhD thesis. However, suitable
CAD patients from this main coronary plaque PET study were in tandem recruited
to this parallel respiratory gating study. Nine parallel recruited CAD patients were
included in the study protocol where correlation between spirometry derived lung
volume change and center of myocardium 18F-FDG activity (CMA) motion in
cardiac PET was investigated (Public III). Similarly seven CAD patients were
recruited and included in the study protocol were additional 3-lead ECG based
thoracic impedance signal was acquired and used for respiratory gating, and
compared with the lung volume signal based respiratory gating (Public IV). In both
studies cardiac rhythm of the patients was followed during the PET/CT scans using
the standard ECG monitor IVY 3150-B (IVY Biomedical Systems, USA). Study
setup and imaging protocol were similar with the pilot coronary plaque study (see
section 4.9.2 and Figure 16).

4.11.2

Data processing and image reconstruction

Amplitude-based gating method with constant-width gates was chosen for
respiratory gating to ensure the same amount of motion in each gate that was
important for the objective of the PET studies. Because the method of constant-width
amplitude gates was chosen, the time interval and also the statistics of each gate can
vary. With the used PET scanner, data of around 3.0 minutes should be included in
each cardiac PET image to ensure optimal image quality (Brown et al., 2010). The
number of gates was chosen to be five to fulfill the requirements of image quality
and to detect most of the CMA motion. Respiratory gated CTAC images were
reconstructed from Cine-CT-images applying five equally length time based gates
for RPM signal. This choice allowed to get well enough matching CT attenuation
maps for volume and impedance signal gated PET images. In Figure 18 is illustrated
an example of typical volume and impedance signal and the amplitude based
respiratory gating approach. PET image reconstruction was done by iterative OSEM
algorithm with a 35-cm axial field of view, two iterations, 28 subsets and 6-mm
Gaussian post-filtering. The matrix size of reconstructed PET images was
256 × 256 × 47 with voxel size of 1.37 × 1.37 × 3.27 mm.
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Figure 18. An example of a typical lung volume (on the left) and impedance (on the right) signal
and the description of five constant-width amplitude-based gating method in the
respiratory gated human cardiac PET study.

4.11.3

Gated PET image and signal analysis

The voxels of myocardium 18F-FDG uptake in non-gated PET image were
segmented using a 150-mL volume covering the dimensions of 5.5 × 5.5 × 8 cm.
This volume template was used to determine the CMA from the five respiratory
gated cardiac PET images. Motion of CMA was determined between two outermost
respiratory gated (G1 and G5) PET images, because those reflect to the maximum
respiratory induced motion of myocardium and correspond to the definition of the
gating amplitude. All three respiratory signals (RPM, volume and impedance) were
post-processed and analysed. Correlation and linear regression analysis between the
gating amplitudes of volume or impedance signals and the corresponding CMA
motions were carried out. Pairwise correlation analysis for signal amplitudes and
signal respiratory cycle times were performed between the three respiratory signals.
The mean difference and correlation analysis between the two, volume or impedance
signal based, subsets of the maximal CMA motions were calculated. Correlation
analysis between the gating amplitudes of the volume and impedance signals, and
corresponding maximal CMA motions were also performed. All signal processing
and data analysis were done using MATLAB programming environment
(MathWorks, Inc.).

4.12

Statistical analysing methods

In studies III and IV correlation analysis was performed using Matlab’s Pearson’s
correlation function. The following grading was used for the correlation coefficient
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(CC): excellent (|r| ≥ 0.99), very good (0.99 > |r| ≥ 0.95), good (0.95 > |r| ≥ 0.90),
moderate (0.90 > |r| ≥ 0.70), mild (0.70 > |r| ≥ 0.40), and weak (0.40 > |r| ≥ 0). Linear
regression analysis was based on Matlab’s polynomial fitting function that finds the
coefficients of a polynomial f of degree n that fits the data f(x) to y in the least square
sense without weighting. The degree of fitted polynomial was one. The wellness of
fitting function f was evaluated by calculating the mean and maximum estimation
error between the estimated and the measured motion values.
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Results

5.1

2D-phantom, dynamic heart phantom and
NEMA phantom studies (Public. I and II)

2D phantom study (Study I) showed that the reconstructed DG-method preserves the
original LM data and divides the motion of radioactive target correctly to 12 spatially
different segments with well-defined borders on the cylindrical surface (Figure 19,
images on left).

Figure 19. On left is dual gated PET images from the 2D phantom study (Study I): (A) Non-gated,
(B) three fused dual gated, (C) eight fused dual gated, (D) four fused dual gated and (E)
a single dual gated PET images. Image B illustrates cardiac gated only and image D
illustrates respiratory gated only situation. On right is images from the dynamic heart
phantom study (Study I): (A) a 3D illustration of CTA image, (B) non-gated PET image,
(C) dual-gated PET image, and (D) no-motion PET image.

The dynamic heart phantom study (Study I) showed that the reconstructed
phantom simulate well enough the structure, measurements and motions of left
ventricle, myocardium and coronaries in PET (Figure 19, images on right). The
dynamic hearth phantom cardiac contraction and respiratory motion patterns
simulated well enough realistic heart movements. Results from the analysis of the 6
kBq coronary plaque is presented in Table 3 and Figure 20. Dual gated PET images
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of dynamic heart phantom showed 51% reduction of contraction motion (true motion
7 mm) and 70% reduction of respiratory motion (true motion 20 mm) for the 6 kBq
active spherical (3 mm diameter) plaque when maximum voxel analysis was used.
Detected average SUVmax of 6 kBq plaque over all 12 dual gated images improved
89% when compared to non-gated images (Table 3). FWHM values of the activity
profiles of the hot plaques were almost restored with dual gating when compared to
activity profiles derived from the static (i.e no motion) heart phantom PET scan.
Thus in dual gated PET images the maximum activity value of the 6 kBq plaque was
80% from the maximum value of the static scan. However, for all studies and
reconstructions the obtained maximum activities for plaques were only a fraction of
true activities of the plaques due to PVE. The measured recovery coefficient values
for plaques were around 0.03 for both dual gated or no motion images.

Figure 20. Activity profiles of the 6 kBq plaque from the PET images of the dynamic heart phantom
study (Study I): (A) Non-gated, (B) Dual gated, and (C) No motion gating options.
Qualitatively activity profiles from the dual gated image do not differ much from the
profile from no motion image.
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Table3.

PET image analysis of the 6 kBq coronary plaque (diameter around 3 mm, and activity
concentration around 450 kBq/ml) in the dynamic heart phantom study (Study I) with
different gating options.

PET image

Maximum plaque

Percent

Recovery

FWHM:

FWHM:

FWHM:

activity (kBq/ml):

recovery:

coefficient:

Axial (mm)

Sagittal

Coronal

RC%

RC

(mm)

(mm)

type
Non-gated

6.5

0.43

0.01

17.8

5.1

5.4

ECG gated

9.5 ± 1.1

0.63

0.02

13.9 ± 3.3

3.9 ± 0.7

4.0 ± 0.8

Resp gated

13.1 ± 2.9

0.86

0.03

7.9 ± 1.3

5.5 ± 0.5

5.3 ± 0.3

Dual gated

12.2 ± 1.9

0.80

0.03

8.6 ± 0.4

4.4 ± 0.4

3.9 ± 0.7

No motion

15.2

1.00

0.03

6.4

4.1

4.5

Table 4.

NEMA phantom study (Study II). Correction factors of dual gated PET images with and
without RDF parameter adjustments compared to correction factors of static PET
images with different acquisition times.

Parameters from dual gated

Parameters from dual gated

Parameters from static

images without RDF header

images with RDF header

image reconstruction

adjustments

adjustments

Scatter

Dead

Decay

Scatter

Dead

Decay

Scatter

Dead

Decay

fraction

time

factor

fraction

time

factor

fraction

time

factor

factor

factor

factor

factor

factor

factor

8

na

53.13

1.0227

0.12

1.001

1.0227

0.12

1.001

1.0227

13

na

32.67

1.0227

0.13

1.001

1.0227

0.13

1.001

1.0227

18

0.99

23.87

1.0227

0.15

1.001

1.0227

0.14

1.001

1.0227

29

0.65

14.52

1.0227

0.16

1.001

1.0227

0.15

1.001

1.0227

50

0.37

8.48

1.0227

0.17

1.001

1.0227

0.16

1.001

1.0227

64

0.29

6.58

1.0227

0.17

1.001

1.0227

0.17

1.001

1.0227

111

0.23

3.80

1.0227

0.19

1.001

1.0227

0.19

1.001

1.0227

420

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.22

1.001

1.0227

Time
(s)
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NEMA phantom study (Study II) showed that RDF parameter corrections are
mandatory if the DG-method is applied to cardiac PET imaging to get quantitative
PET images. The study also showed that performed parameter corrections were done
correctly and were sufficient. After the corrections the scatter fraction and dead-time
factors for dual gated images were similar than the corresponding factors that were
derived from similar time length static scan (Table 4). The mean activity
concentrations within the spheres derived from the dual gated images were also
comparable to the values obtained from the reference images when considering the
possible spatial missregistration errors due to manually drawn VOI and the used
voxel size compared to the size of the target spheres (Table 5). Also the measured
SNR values for the spheres derived from dual gated images were comparable with
the values derived from the static scan (Table 5).
Table 5. Image quality analysis of NEMA phantom study (Study II). Dual gated PET images
maintains the quantitative activity concentration and SNR values of the target when
compared to standardized non-gated and manufacturer’s own respiratory gating
methods.

Sphere 28 mm
Gating method

Scan duration (s)

Mean (kBq/ml)

SD (kBq/ml)

SNR

Static

111

28.5

4.9

5.82

GE resp gating

105

29.2

5.2

5.62

Dual gating

111

28.6

5.0

5.72

5.2

Minipig study (Public. II)

In minipig study (Study II) five out of eight minipigs survived through whole study
protocol. The catheter with the radiactive tip was fixed successfully in the proximal
part of the main coronaries of the minipigs. Fluoroscopy angiogram showed that
most of the catheter motion was caused by the cardiac contraction motion and only
a small cranio-caudal displacement of the catheter by respiration was seen in the
apical part of the heart. Similar observation was made with the RPM motion tracking
device during PET scans so that detected chest wall motions of the minipigs due to
the respirator were only around 1 mm in the anterior-posterior direction.
The hot and small plaques placed were visually separable from the myocardium
activity in all reconstructed PET images for all succeeded minipig studies (Figure
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21). Measured displacements of the plaques in end-expiration between diastole and
systole was around 5 mm in superior-inferior direction and around 4 mm in anteriorposterior direction when displacements were determined between the corresponding
maximum positions of the fitted activity profiles of the plaques from the dual gated
cardiac PET images. Displacements on the right-left direction were negligible.

Figure 21. Minipig study (Study II). On left is fused CTA and PET images: the coronary plaque can
be distinguished from the background activity. On right is PET only image: the hot
coronary plaque is easily visible without background activity.

Results of the image analysis for minipig “Case 8” is presented in the Table 6.
With and without background activity the maximum activity values for the plaques
from dual gated PET images were very close to the corresponding values for the
plaques derived from no motion scan, whereas the non-gated PET images derived
much lower activity values for the plaques. The FWHM values for the plaques
derived from the dual gated PET images were almost the same as the corresponding
values derived from no motion PET images, and also very close to the FWHM values
of the used PET scanner (Teräs et al., 2007). In one successful minipig case the
maximum voxel activity value of the plaque derived from diastolic dual-gated PET
image increased 107% when compared to the corresponding value derived from the
non-gated PET image, and was 99% of the corresponding value derived from the
killed non-moving PET image. One representative minipig case showed that the
measured target-to-background ratio (TBR) between the manual VOI-analysis over
the plaque and the myocardium increased 87% between non-gated and the best dualgated PET image derived values, and for the same best dual-gated image this TBR
value was 90% of the corresponding value derived from the killed no-motion PET
image. Overall the best correlation values between maximum activity values, TBR
values and also FWHM values for the plaques were achieved when the endexpiration diastolic phase PET images were compared to the killed no-motion PET
images.
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Table 6.

Minipig study (Study II): Results from the image analysis for minipig “Case 8”. TBR =
plaque activity / mean myocardium activity on RCA territory, Dg = Dual gated.

Image type

Maximum

Mean

TBR:

FWHM

FWHM

FWHM

plaque activity

myocardium

Plaque

Axial

Sagittal

Coronal

concentration

activity

/ RCA

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(kBq/ml):

concentration

Background

(kBq/ml)

No

Yes

LCA

RCA

Dg 10

26.3

31.9

6.1

17.9

1.78

7.0

5.1

5.1

Dg 12

18.8

23.3

6.1

17.6

1.32

7.4

5.1

8.9

Dg av. (1–12)

22.5

28.7 ± 5.8

5.9

17.4

1.65

6.9 ± 1.0

5.3 ± 1.0

6.5 ± 1.3

Non-gated

16.6

15.4

5.7

16.2

0.95

11.0

6.7

11.2

Killed/Static

-

32.0

7.0

16.2

1.97

6.3

5.1

5.5

5.3

Dual gated clinical cardiac PET/CT (Public. II)

First cardiac patient studies (Study II) showed that the DG-protocol and algorithm
worked in a clinical setting, and the patients tolerate it well. A clear improvement in
spatial resolution was seen in dual gated PET images when compared to non-gated
images. Indeed, the papillary muscles from the left ventricle became visible and the
myocardial wall thickness was thinner and sharper in the dual-gated PET images
(Figure 22). However, the image statistics showed to be somewhat poorer in the dualgated PET images than no-gated images. DG-protocol showed that the cranio-caudal
directional cardiac motion was somewhat 7 mm due to cardiac contraction and 15
mm due to respiration (Figure 22).

Figure 22. Dual-gated images of sarcoidosis patient’s myocardium (Study II): Left: end-expiration
and diastole; Middle: end-expiration and systole; Right: end-inspiration and diastole.
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In CAD patient study (Study II) VHFLCPP diet reduced the 18F-FDG
myocardium uptake remarkably for all four studied patients showing that if 18FFDG is used for cardiac PET imaging to detect the inflammable vulnerable coronary
plaques this diet should be carry out before the study to improve the plaque detection.
In this preliminary CAD study only one of the four patients showed possible
detection of vulnerable coronary plaque in proximal part of the coronary artery
territory when the DG-method was applied (Figure 23). In this specific case the
active 18F-FDG uptake was seen to localize in the proximal part of the LAD in the
fused PET/CTA image where the diastolic end-expiratory dual gated PET image was
used (Figure 23). However, in non-gated, respiratory gated or cardiac gated PET
images were no active 18F-FDG accumulation to be seen in the corresponding part
of the LAD vessel (Figure 23). The TBR analysis between the values of mean 18FFDG uptake based on manual ROI drawing over the proximal part of LAD and the
myocardium showed that only the dual gated PET image had the significant specific
uptake on the proximal part of the LAD, and is more than twice as much as the
corresponding TBR value measured from non-gated PET image (Table 7).

Figure 23. Human cardiac PET/CT study (Study II). Fused coronal image slices from the coronary
CTA and 18F-FDG PET: A) non-gated PET-image, B) ECG-gated PET-image, C)
respiratory gated PET-image. Fused coronal and axial image slices from the coronary
CTA and 18F-FDG PET: D) dual gated PET-images. Only in dual gated PET-image can
be distinguished the focal 18F-FDG activity over the coronary vessel (arrow).
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Table 7.

Human cardiac PET/CT study (Study II): Case5. Analysis of the focal coronary artery
activity in proksimal LAD using different gating options. TBR = target to background
ratio.
Measured ROI activity (kBq/ml)

PET image type

Myocardium

TBR:

LAD

LAD / Myocardium

Non-gated ie. static image

4.0

3.4

0.85

GE respiratory gated

4.0

3.4

0.85

GE cardiac gated

4.2

4.6

1.10

Dual gated (dual gate12)

3.9

7.0

1.79

5.4

Cardiac MR study (Public. III)

In cardiac MR study (Study III) the spirometric mask was well tolerated by the
volunteers and no discomfort about the mask was reported. The cardiac MR image
quality was slightly declined due to accepted variations (4% to 23% of signal
amplitude) in sequential breath-hold levels and the used non-uniform voxel size
dimensions (Figure 24). The quality of spirometric volume signals were very good
and no remarkable baseline variation was detected. However, slight sloping down
was detectable in pressure belt signals during a breath-hold for some volunteers but
no such effect was present in volume signals meaning that no airflow leakage was
present (Figure 25). The correspondence of the 3D positions and displacements of
the vessels in MR images between two specialists were good when considering the
voxel size dimensions (see Publication III, Figure 8).

Figure 24. Axial slices of the cardiac MR images (Study III). On left: Orifice of the left main coronary.
On right: drainage of the sinus coronarius.
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Figure 25. Cardiac MR study (Study III): Respiration monitoring signals during the two sequential
end-expiration breath-hold periods. On left: lung volume signal. On right: pressure belt
signal. Levels A and B determines the value of the signal amplitude for the breath-hold
task. Line C presents the average value of the signal during the breath-hold.

Results from the correlation analysis between signal amplitudes and vessel
motions are presented in Table 8. The changes of spirometric volume signal showed
to have good correlation with both LCA and SC motions of heart whereas the
changes of pressure belt signal showed to have moderate correlation with both vessel
motions. The both estimated LCA and SC motions were more accurately derived by
spirometric volume signal than by the elastic pressure signal. The mean estimation
error for LCA and SC motions were 2.0 mm and 2.6 mm for spirometry, and 2.9 mm
and 3.3 mm for belt signal respectively. Mean maximum displacement value for
LCA and SC motions was very similar 14.8 mm and 16.4 mm. However, maximum
displacement values varied markedly between the volunteers, for LCA from 7.7 mm
to 24.0 mm and for SC from 7.1 to 24.8 mm.
Table 8.

Cardiac MR study (Study III) correlation analysis. Vspiro and Pbelt refer to spirometric lung
volume [l] and pressure belt [au] changes. Values are calculated over three orthogonal
image sets and over eight volunteers. All correlation coefficients have p-value < 0.001.

Vessel motion vs.

Regression slope

Intercept of y-axis

resp. signal change

[mm/l] or [mm/au]

[mm]

Correlation coefficient

LCA motion vs. Vspiro

11.91 ± 0.73

0.94 ± 0.20

0.92 ± 0.02

SC motion vs. Vspiro

12.95 ± 0.62

1.13 ± 0.45

0.90 ± 0.03

LCA motion vs. Pbelt

19.66 ± 1.28

-2.91 ± 0.59

0.86 ± 0.04

SC motion vs. Pbelt

21.74 ± 3.07

-3.15 ± 1.32

0.84 ± 0.05
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5.5

Respiratory gated cardiac PET studies (Public.
III and IV)

In respiratory gated cardiac PET studies (Study III and IV) the spirometric mask was
well tolerated by the CAD patients. The quality of spirometric volume signal was
very good (Study III and IV) and the quality of the impedance signal fairly good
(Study IV). The cycle lengths of RPM and lung volume or impedance signals were
used to synchronize the signals in time. This synchronization was shown to be
reliable as the correlation between the cycle lengths of the signals was excellent
(Study III and IV) (Figure 26 and Figure 27 on left).

Figure 26. Respiratory gated cardiac PET (Study IV): Three representative examples of normalized
respiratory signals, impedance (thick red line), lung volume (thin blue line), and RPM
(dashed black line), derived from CAD patients. Top: One deep breathing cycle stands
out from shallow breathing. Middle: All signals are synchronized but impedance has
different amplitude values than volume and RPM. Bottom: All signals have good
correlation. RPM = Real-Time Position Management signal that follows the vertical
displacement of the chest.

In the Study IV the patient related volume and impedance signal respiratory
cycle length correlations were from good to excellent for local maximum or
minimum (Figure 27). The volume and RPM signal respiratory cycle length
correlations were from very good to excellent CC values for local maximum or
minimum. Normalized spirometric lung volume, RPM and impedance signal
amplitudes had overall moderate to good correlation values so that correlation
between volume and RPM signal amplitudes was the most accurate. For few single
patients there was weak or no correlation between impedance and volume or RPM
amplitudes.
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Figure 27. Respiratory gated cardiac PET (Study IV): Respiratory signal correlation between
volume and impedance signals derived from CAD patients. On left: Respiratory cycle
length correlation plot. On right: Signal amplitude correlation plot.

In the respiratory gated cardiac PET studies (Study III and Study IV) the applied
respiratory gating methods together with choice of five respiratory gates enabled
visually good PET and CTAC image quality when compared to clinical cardiac PET
and CTAC image quality. Segmented myocardium structures from PET-images
corresponded the clinical knowledge and experience what the myocardium
structures looks like in cardiac 18F-FDG PET-images (Figure 28). A good linear
dependence (CC value of 0.93, p-value < 0.001) between the spirometric volume
change and the measured CMA motion was detected (Figure 29). Mean and
maximum estimation errors for CMA motions based on the lung volume changes
were 0.9 and 2.5 mm. More than 90% of the CMA motions were along axial direction
and maximal difference between total CMA motion and axial CMA motion was less
than 1.0 mm for all patients.

Figure 28. Respiratory gated cardiac PET (Study III and IV). An example of transaxial cardiac 18FFDG PET-images after the myocardial segmentation in Study III.

Detected maximal CMA motions between volume and impedance gating
methods were very close to each other having only 1.2 mm mean difference over all
seven studied patients. The correlation value between these two gating methods for
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the maximal CMA motions was good 0.948. The CMA motion was more evenly
distributed between adjacent gates for volume than impedance gating (Figure 30).
There was no correlation (CC value -0.326) between the absolute value of the gating
amplitudes. The correlation between absolute gating amplitudes and the maximal
CMA motions was 0.937 for volume gating and -0.430 for impedance gating.

Figure 29. Respiratory gated cardiac PET (Study III): Scatter plot and linear relation between
motions of center of myocardium 18F-FDG activities (CMA) and quantitative lung
volume respiratory gating amplitudes.

Figure 30. Respiratory gated cardiac PET (Study IV): Motions of center of myocardium 18F-FDG
activities (CMA) derived from respiratory gated 18F-FDG cardiac PET. Respiratory
gating was done based on lung volume (Vol) or impedance (Imp) signals. On left:
absolute cardiac CMA motions and distribution between adjacent respiratory gates (G1G5) for both gating methods. On right: percentage distribution of cardiac motions
between adjacent respiratory gates for both gating methods.
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Discussion

Traditional risk assessment of CAD has been based on patient vulnerability indexes
as Framingham (Anderson et al., 1991) and PROCAM (Assmann et al., 2002) which
has been shown to predict long-term outcome in large populations. To provide better
clinical route to identify, treat, and prevent near future victims of ACS or sudden
cardiac death focus has put on cardiovascular vulnerable patient. This means that the
focus of risk patients should be on the characterisation of the vulnerable plaque,
vulnerable blood and the vulnerable myocardium (Naghavi et al., 2003a, 2003b).
Especially more detailed characterization of the atherosclerotic plaque could be
helpful to improve risk assessment and to direct the intensive, already existing and
emerging, medical treatment for the right persons to prevent plaque ruptures, and
thus ACS. Imaging has an important role to assess these risk patients who have
vulnerable coronary plaques prone to rupture. Due to superior sensitivity to measure
the metabolic phenomenon as inflammation the noninvasive PET imaging is one of
the most promising modality to assess if these risk patients have vulnerable coronary
plaques prone to rupture in their coronary trees. However, major challenges in PET
imaging of coronary plaques include their small size and their constant motion due
to both cardiac contraction and respiration motion together with the challenge of
developing vulnerable plaque specific tracer compound.
Relative few studies have been published where PET imaging has been used to
identify the possible vulnerable coronary plaque detection in risk patients. The main
reason for this is that it is not yet developed a tracer which specific accumulation
ratio into vulnerable plaque would be so high that the relatively low spatial resolution
of PET imaging could detect these less than voxel size plaques that on top of that are
in constant motion. Due to long PET imaging times the inaccuracies due to cardiac
and respiratory motions have been handled by applying cardiac or respiratory gating.
Only few preliminary publications was known where these two gating methods were
performed at the same time as DG-method. Top of that, no clinically available
commercial dual gating approaches for small target, as vulnerable coronary plaque,
detection was published or put on the market when this study started. Thus the aim
of our study was to develop and test if the robust dual gating cardiac PET imaging
method is feasible to implement in clinical conditions and using widely available
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commercial PET/CT scanner. The specific purpose was to improve the detection of
small realistically moving cardiac targets that mimics the characteristics of
vulnerable coronary plaques. Since the sensitivity was of utmost importance we
aimed for DG-method with minimal loss in count statistics. We expected to exclude
most of the respiratory and contraction motion and still maintain enough sensitivity
for imaging of vulnerable coronary plaques.
In study I we reconstructed and performed two phantom studies from which the
latest one was with the realistically moving dynamic heart phantom. In the first
rotating phantom study we showed that the developed DG-algorithm is reliable to
detect and separate respiratory and cardiac motion and it maintains the count
statistics when it is applied to data acquired with commercial PET/CT scanner. The
following dynamic heart phantom study demonstrated that the method was robust
enough and feasible to improve the detection accuracy of coronary plaques in PET
images.
In study II the developed DG-algorithm was successfully applied in vivo
conditions in minipigs and in clinical human cardiac PET studies. In addition, the
dual gated NEMA2001 phantom study was performed to show that by applying
appropriate corrections for reconstruction parameters after the dual gating procedure,
the quantification of PET images is successfully maintained.
In the first part of the study III the spirometric lung volume and elastic belt
pressure respiratory signal changes showed good or moderate linear correlation with
the motion of coronary vessels in cardiac MRI study that was performed during the
sequential breath-hold periods. As the spirometric lung volume measurement had
better correlation with coronary vessel motions it was applied as respiratory gating
signal to clinical cardiac PET study. This second part of the Study III showed that
spirometric lung volume change linearly estimates motion of myocardium in PET
with good accuracy and have potential to guide selection of optimal number of
respiratory gates in cardiac PET.
In study IV we showed that spirometric, thoracic impedance and RPM signals
have very good pairwise cycle length correlation. As result of this also the impedance
signal is potential to be used as a time based respiratory gating signal in gated PET
imaging. Moreover in this study we showed that, even if there was no pairwise
correlation between spirometric volume and impedance signal amplitudes, the both
volume and impedance signal amplitude based respiratory gating methods
performed almost equally well when the accuracy was measured as the detected
motion of myocardium between gated PET images. Thus this commercially widely
available thoracic impedance signal method is potential to be used also for dual
gating where the impedance signal is frequency filtered to separate ECG part and
respiratory part from the signal as Koivumäki et al have previously proposed in their
study (Koivumäki et al., 2012).
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6.1

Dual gated cardiac PET method

The major goal of this study was to minimize the effect of contraction motion on the
myocardium and/or the plaque imaging but not to detect and analyse the maximal
magnitude of cardiac contraction in PET imaging (Study I and II). Thus the number
of cardiac phases was minimized and focus was put on the diastolic phase of the
cardiac contraction in the developed DG-method. Due to its longest duration without
significant contraction motion (Wang et al., 1999) the diastolic phase is the most
important to detect, and likely the easiest and effective approach.
In all dual or respiratory gated PET studies the amplitude based respiratory
gating method was applied because it was showed to detect the motion of heart more
accurately than time based respiratory gating (Dawood et al., 2007). In all gated PET
studies amplitude-based gating method with equal width gates was chosen to ensure
the same amount of motion in each gate that was important for the objective of the
PET studies. Because the method of equal width amplitude gates was chosen, the
time interval and also the statistics of each gate can vary due to variable breathing
patterns. With the chosen gate numbers the scan time of the gated cardiac PET
studies was determined so that the acquired data of around 3.0 minutes was included
in each gated cardiac PET image that was shown to ensure optimal image quality
with the used PET scanner (Brown et al., 2010).
In the dual gated phantom and cardiac PET studies (Study I and II) number of
respiratory gates was chosen to be three. This choice of respiratory gate number in
the dual gated PET studies was based on our experience in clinical respiratory gating
studies, PET scanner resolution, knowledge of coronary plaque sizes, clinically
acceptable scan times and knowledge of magnitude and pattern of cardiac motion. If
one needs to track the moving target more exactly, larger numbers of cardiac and
respiratory gates might be needed, that unfortunately comes with the cost of lost
sensitivity (Dawood et al., 2009; Klén et al., 2020). So because the aim of these dual
gated studies was to maintain the sensitivity of PET images to see the plaques in
every dual gate image and get rough elimination of respiratory motion the choice of
three was sufficient. Park et al. have shown that optimal compromise for the
spherical 10 mm target with 20 mm motion amplitude is the use of 5 temporal
respiratory gates in PET imaging when respiratory motion resembles the sine wave
behaviour (Park et al., 2008). In our dynamic heart phantom (Study I) and CAD
patient (Study II) studies respiratory motion signals were regular enough and no
signal baseline drift occurred. So the applied choice of 3 amplitude based respiratory
gates, in the studies that focused on small target PET imaging, can be considered as
a good choice when compared with results of Park et al.
In the Studies III and IV where the efficacy of the different respiratory gating
methods in cardiac PET imaging were compared the number of respiratory gates was
chosen to be five to ensure that myocardium motion in gated PET was fully observed.
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Taking into account the findings of Park et al. (Park et al., 2008) our choice allowed
a reliable assessment of the gating method differences and in the process also
fulfilled the requirements of the gated PET image quality. If necessary, according to
respiratory motion amplitude, the applied algorithm can be easily adapted to
different respiratory gate numbers as was shown in the Study III where also nine
equal width gates was applied. In Study III the used respiratory gating method
enabled a good PET image quality, reliable segmentation of CMA, and the phasematched CTAC for gated PET images. Dawood et al have published the equation for
the relation between optimal respiratory gating number and maximal respiratory
motion of the heart in PET imaging (Dawood et al., 2009). Their equation suggests
the use of eight gates if the respiratory motion of heart is 12 mm on average. Eight
gates would have been an overestimation in our Study III due to differences between
the gating approaches. Our study group in Turku PET Centre also studied the optimal
number of gates in dual gated cardiac PET and found out that five respiratory and
four cardiac gates was optimal number of gates to detect the cardiac motion in PET
(Klén et al., 2020). Furthermore, in Study III our gating approach excluded on the
average of 2.6% of PET data during extreme inhale breathing volumes to ensure the
similar image quality and same amount of motion between each gated PET images.
Overall our linear model between spirometric lung volume and motion amplitude of
myocardium can be used together with the Klén’s or Dawood’s equations (Dawood
et al., 2009; Klén et al., 2020) to estimate the optimal number of respiratory gates in
a cardiac PET study, especially if the differences in gating methods are taken into
account.

6.2

Respiratory gating methods in cardiac PET/CT

Chest wall motion tracking systems, as RPM (Nehmeh et al., 2002) and stretching
belts (Martinez-Möller et al., 2007), are widely used for respiratory gating in current
thoracic region clinical PET imaging. Even if the amplitude based gating approach
is more accurate than time based gating to follow the respiratory motion of the heart
it’s more prone to errors for following the baseline changes of the respiratory motion
in patient studies (Martinez-Möller et al., 2007). Thus our approach in Study III and
IV was to evaluate what are the differences between the spirometric volume, thoracic
impedance and RPM signal based respiratory gated cardiac PET images, especially
when the comparable amplitude based gating was applied.
First of all the duration of the study protocols in cardiac PET/CT was not
significantly extended when these additional respiratory gating methods was applied.
Only about 5 minutes extension was measured when spirometry device was used an
addition to normal study protocol with RPM gating only. This was mainly due to the
time to ensure that the mask settles correctly and no air leakage is present. When
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additional impedance registering was also applied no extension in study protocol was
detected. All methods, even the spirometric mask, were well tolerated by the clinical
patients and no discomfort about the mask was reported. It is possible that
spirometric mask could be less tolerated if patient has acute or chronic obstructive
respiratory tract disease or a tendency for anxiety.
In our study all three analysed signals, spirometric volume, thoracic impedance
and RPM, had very good pairwise cycle length correlation showing that also the 3lead impedance measurement detects the end-inspiration and end-expiration timing
reliably. However, the amplitude correlations between three signals were mostly
moderate to good, and the best correlation values were measured between volume
and RPM signals. Explanation for the worse amplitude correlation for 3-lead
impedance measuring system is that it is known to be more vulnerable for the
possible source of errors, as electrode polarization and skin impedance, than a 4-lead
systems where the impedance signal is measured between two non-current supplying
electrodes (Grimnes & Martinsen, 2006). In our study the changes of impedance
signals followed mostly the normal breathing pattern but a few markedly elevated
peak values at the end of the deep inspiration breaths was obtained (Figure 26),
which were most likely due to error from skin-electrode surface tension. However,
the data during these erroneously cycles were removed before image reconstruction
by applying the gating window restriction in the DG-algorithm. Noteworthy is the
fact that visually the quality of the ECG signal was not compromised due to the
simultaneous impedance measurement, which makes this 3-lead thoracic impedance
approach potentially suitable also for dual gating without additional ECG recording.
Koivumäki et al. have studied optimal 4-lead configuration of thoracic
impedance measurement for simultaneous ECG and respiratory signal detection
(Koivumäki et al., 2012; Koivumäki et al., 2011). They measured different breathing
patterns and compared the optimal 4-lead impedance signal to lung volume signal.
They found excellent correlation for respiratory cycle lengths between impedance
and volume signals as our 3-lead method had slightly weaker but still very good
respiratory cycle length correlation. They showed that the optimal 4-lead
configuration had average correlation value 0.95 for normalized impedance and
volume signal amplitudes that is clearly better than the corresponding correlation
value 0.58 or 0.74 in our 3-lead measurement study. The difference is mostly
explained by the methodological differences between 3- and 4-lead measurement
systems. Some of the differences can also originate from the fact that measured
signal time in our study was more than 10 times longer than Koivumäki et al and we
had hospitalized CAD patients as their subjects were healthy young adults.
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6.3

Gated cardiac PET image analysis

Our aim was not to evaluate how reconstruction parameters affects to detection or
activity profiles of plaques, but we are aware that parameters such as voxel size,
number of iterations and smoothing has an influence through the PVE. In all our PET
studies the used reconstruction voxel size was very close to the assumed real or used
artificial plaque size why the analysis of artificial and clinical human coronary
plaques was based on the maximum voxel position and activity values.
When analysing small and hot ROI areas as our plaques the PVE needs to be
taken into account. Soret et al. has presented comprehensive analysis of the PVE to
SUV or ROI values when imaging small, less than 3 x FWHM, targets (Soret et al.,
2007). They showed in simulation studies that RC over ROI for the spherical, 5 mm
diameter target is less than 5% from true activity due to PVE if the FWHM of the
scanner is more than 5 mm. In the dynamic heart phantom study (Study II) the plaque
around 3 mm in diameter (volume around 10 to 15 μl), with administered activity of
6 kBq, we obtained 15.2 kBq/ml activity concentration value when plaque was
imaged without motions in weak background activity (Table 3). This yields
approximately RC factor 0.03 for the plaque. This observation is in good
concordance with results of Soret et al. In our study spatial resolution of PET scanner
was around 5 mm to 6 mm (Teräs et al., 2007) and the applied voxel size was
2.0 × 2.0 × 3.27 mm3, ie. applied SUVmax-volume over the plaque was around 13 μl.
Our NEMA phantom study demonstrated that the corrections in the header of
PET RDF file are needed for proper quantification of PET image after the DGprocedure. We obtained that without proper correction dead time correction factor
of dual-gated images decreases with increasing acquisition duration. However, this
adjustment was constant regardless of the acquisition duration, which was expected
since the dead-time correction is mainly dependent on the count rate. Also, the
scatter-fraction correction factor was clearly erroneously computed in dual-gated
images without RDF header adjustments. There was also a clear increase of the
scatter fraction with increasing acquisition duration in static and corrected dual-gated
images. An explanation for this is that the scatter-correction algorithm requires
enough coincidence events (statistics) to have a good estimate of the scatter fraction
within reconstruction with only two iterations. Thus, the algorithm cannot reach an
accurate estimate of the scatter fraction in a very short acquisition time. However,
since the values of corrected dual gates and static images are extremely similar, it
can be concluded that the scatter correction is performing well enough in the dualgating algorithm. It was also shown that the correction for random coincidences was
properly done in each dual gate and even for the dual gates with low statistics. The
linear regression of the SNR in static images correlated with the dual-gated images
with a correlation factor of 0.99, which highlights that the evolution of the SNR in
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dual-gated images is almost equal to its evolution in static images. No adjustments
were needed for decay correction factor.

6.4

Cardiac phantoms performance in gated PET
imaging

The first rotating phantom together with axial displacement was reconstructed to
evaluate the correct gating performance of the reconstructed DG-method with known
motions. To evaluate the performance potential of the DG-method in vulnerable
coronary plaque detection we needed to reconstruct a realistic cardiac phantom for
that. Several cardiac phantoms were already implemented but those were with
contraction motion only (De Bondt et al., 2003, 2005; Visser et al., 2004).
Furthermore, in our knowledge no realistic cardiac phantom that had both
contraction and respiratory mimicking motions was commercially or scientifically
presented or available in the beginning of the study. Thus we reconstructed our own
cardiac phantom based on the anatomical and physiological knowledge of the
dimensions and motions of left ventricle, coronary vessel and plaque (Daou, 2008;
Narula et al., 2008; Shechter et al., 2006; Strauss & Narula, 2007; Wang et al., 1995).
In the reconstructed heart phantom relatively more motion of coronaries was caused
by respiratory movement while the contraction motion of the phantom was 7 mm,
and mainly radial, which is likely somewhat less than reported around 10 to 15 mm,
and mainly axial, contraction motion of coronaries in coronary angiography or MR
imaging (Shechter et al., 2006; Wang et al., 1999). Even with this limitation with the
heart phantom the DG-method detected 51% of contraction and 70% of respiratory
motion for relatively hot but realistic size coronary plaque.

6.5

Minipig study performance in coronary plaque
PET imaging

Feasibility of the DG-method in vivo coronary plaque detection was performed in
minipig study where the plaque positions in the proximal parts of the main
coronaries, heart motions and overall attenuation conditions where even more
realistic than in the phantom studies. However, there are certain limitations in our
minipig study model. The relatively long, about 2 hours, study protocol may be too
stressfull for some of the minipigs and thus three minipigs did not survived at the
end of our study protocol. One possible explanation for one or two of these premature
deaths of the minipigs may be ACS due to occlusion of the coronary artery, which
was caused by the present of the catheter. Another limitation was that the minipigs
were put on respirator and the breathing of the minipigs were controlled by an
external ventilator, which lead to breathing patterns that differ from free breathing.
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Thus this ventilator driven breathing led to the smaller movement of the diaphragm
than usually which in turn displaced the heart less than was assumed. Thus correcting
for the detected respiratory movement gave very little benefit over cardiac gating
only. These studies, however, showed that a small tip mimicking a coronary plaque
could be imaged with fairly small statistics. The activity concentration and plaqueto-background ratio at the time of acquisition for plaque detection was estimated to
be 150 kBq/ml and around 50, respectively. Later on Delso et al has shown that
coronary plaques having activity around 0.39 kBq are detectable in minipig model
with high background activity (Delso et al., 2011).

6.6

Clinical cardiac PET/CT study performance

The study protocol for clinical cardiac PET/CT studies followed mostly the clinical
practice. In Study II we used additional VHLLP diet (Williams 2008) to suppress
myocardial 18F-FDG uptake that made possible the potential detection of vulnerable
coronary plaque for one stabilized ACS patient. Otherwise without myocardial
suppression the detection of vulnerable coronary plaque seems to be very unlikely
with 18F-FDG due to insufficient TBR between myocardium and the plaque activity.
Miss-registration between PET and CT attenuation correction is known to cause
significant errors in quantitative cardiac PET imaging (Martinez-Möller et al., 2007).
In a clinical setting, respiratory-gated CT for attenuation is also likely to be
beneficial (CineCTAC) (Nehmeh et al., 2004). That was why we in Study II and III
performed additional phase-matched dynamic CT to get optimal AC and image
quality to gated cardiac PET images. This choice also enabled reliable myocardium
segmentation in gated PET images and thus accurate CMA motion detection in Study
III. It is evident that radiation dose was increased due to additional CineCTAC.
Radiation doses in CT studies can be reduced by optimizing the tube current, and for
CineCTAC current could be reduced from 30 to 10 mA. However, due to extra 3-5
mSv radiation dose from dynamic CT static CTAC scan should be considered as
main approach also in gated cardiac PET studies and miss-registration problem could
be managed with motion correction.

6.7

Breath controlled cardiac MR study
performance

In breath controlled cardiac MRI study our aim was to evaluate which of the two
respiration linked methods where more precise to follow the motion of the cardiac
vessels. In the MRI study the quality of the cardiac images during breath-holds was
slightly declined due to accepted variations (4%–23% of signal amplitude) in
sequential BH levels and the used non-uniform voxel size dimensions. In MR images
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spatial accuracy error of vessel position was at most 3- 4 mm due to multiple BH
periods and an average of 3–4 mm due to voxel dimensions. However, both
limitations are in range of magnitude of coronary vessel diameter (Dodge et al.,
1992) and thus the limitations can assume to have no relevant effect to the motion
detection accuracy of the vessels. The actual localization accuracy of the vessel
structures between the two physicians was relatively good. The defined BH levels
were a bit of more repeatable in spirometry than in pressure belt signals. Slight
sloping down was detectable in pressure belt signals during a BH for some volunteers
but no such effect was present in volume signals meaning that no airflow leakage
was present (Figure 25). It has been reported that holding breath is easier to maintain
longer after inspiration whereas diaphragm position is more consistent after
expiration (Feinberg & Johnson, 1995). This possible diaphragm relaxation during
BH can explain the slight decrease seen in the pressure belt signals during the BH
periods of inspirium and mid-expirium. Tracking error up to 20% of breathing
amplitude can also be present in spirometry and is caused by stochastic signal based
line variations (Zhang et al., 2003). However, in both studies the quality of
spirometric volume signals was very good and no remarkable baseline variation was
detected which is most likely due to the repeated self-calibration of the used
spirometry device.

6.8

Vulnerable coronary plaque PET imaging

The PVE is the main concern in subvoxel size plaque detection with current PET
scanners and thus the tracer accumulation in the small plaque should be very specific
to gain high enough TBR values for plaque detection. The in-vivo TBR value for
plaques varies according to the used radioactive tracer, plaque composition and
surrounding tissue structure. The feasibility of 18F-FDG PET imaging for the
coronary inflammation has reviewed by Rogers (Rogers & Tawakol, 2011). In
coronary plaque imaging using 18F-FDG the theoretical limits for TBR is related
mainly to the macrophages and their activity. Macrophages have shown to have
glycolytic activity 5 to 20-fold higher than background tissues, and can increase up
to 50-fold when activated (Kaim et al., 2002; Yamada et al., 1995). In practice Rudd
et al. has reported that inflammatory carotic plaque mean 18F-FDG accumulation is
8 times more than in plasma or normal arterial wall (J.H.F. Rudd et al., 2002). In two
other studies, where vulnerable plaque specific tracers, as monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1 (MCP-1) and monoclonal antibody (MDA2) against epitopes of lowdensity-lipoprotein (LDL), have been studied, have reported similar range from 6 to
20-fold accumulation difference between to plaques and normal arterial tissue
(Ohtsuki et al., 2001; Tsimikas et al., 1999). In case of 18F-FDG the TBR values in
PET imaging can be even further improve by following the VHFLCPP diet
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(Williams & Kolodny, 2008) that is rich in free fatty acids prior to 18F-FDG
imaging. This specific diet has shown to result in a significant reduction in 18F-FDG
uptake by the myocardium, without reducing 18F-FDG uptake in other tissues (de
Groot et al., 2005; Williams & Kolodny, 2008), which was applied and observed
also in our study. Correlations between vascular 18F-FDG uptake and
atherosclerotic risk factors (Joly et al., 2009; Rudd et al., 2009) or risk of
atherothrombosis (Rominger et al., 2009) have been reported. Dweck et al have been
reported that [18F]Sodium-fluoride (18F-NaF) tracer could be a promising tracer for
the assessment of coronary artery plaque (Dweck et al., 2012). 18F-NaF is an
established PET tracer that detects bone formation and remodelling (Even-Sapir et
al., 2006). Dweck et al suggested in their preliminary study that 18F-NaF could be
more suitable for vulnerable coronary plaque detection than 18F-FDG due to result
of myocardial spill over into the coronary arteries in 18F-FDG images, which they
were observed despite the common VHFLCPP dietary restrictions (Dweck et al.,
2012). The study showed that accumulation of 18F-NaF has strong correlation with
coronary vessel calcium score when scores were less than 1000. Significant
correlation between 18F-NaF activity and cardiovascular event rates and
Framingham risk scores were also reported suggesting that 18F-NaF uptake provides
different information, relating to metabolically active calcific plaque and developing
micro-calcification (Dweck et al., 2012). Thus if active inflammatory and/or
calcified coronary plaques could be detected with PET anti-inflammatory and/or
antiatherosclerotic therapies, such as p38-α-kinase inhibitors (Rogers & Tawakol,
2011), could be targeted to these risk patients and possible prevent these plaques to
rupture.
Strauss & Narula have reported theoretic calculations for the lower limit of TBR
values for the coronary plaque detection in PET (Strauss & Narula, 2007). They
showed that the needed TBR value for detection is strongly related to the plaque size.
Strauss et al have emphasized that the relation is inversely exponential when the
plaque size is smaller than the resolution of the PET scanner. Their theoretical
calculations suggest that TBR values around 50 to 100 are needed for the detection
of ca. 3 mm size plaques without motion with current PET scanner resolution. Delso
et al have made comprehensive in vivo and ex vivo study where they showed that
the sub-voxel size coronary plaque detection is theoretically possible with current
generation PET scanners (Delso et al., 2011). They showed that without any motion
the sub-voxel size plaque is detectable if TBR value between the plaque and
myocardium uptake is between 50 to 100, and if at the same the plaque uptake value
is at least 250 Bq. When the plaque uptake falls under this threshold the TBR
requirement increases exponentially. The plaque and TBR values that were applied
in our minipig study were rather high, even if the motions are taken into account,
when compared to the results of Delso et al.
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Another main concern is the constant motion of the heart, and thus plaques,
during the PET imaging (Slomka et al., 2016). Motion deteriorates the plaque
activity over larger volumes than actual plaque size. Thus the actual TBR value for
the plaque detection is needed to be even higher than 50 to 100 that was shown by
Delso et al (Delso et al., 2011). Thus the motion correction is mandatory for subvoxel size plaque detection in PET. External signal based methods for deriving
respiratory and cardiac gating information have been widely studied and have shown
possibilities to improve the plaque detection, as was case also in this study. Kesner
et al have been published a review article that introduces an alternative list-mode
data-driven motion control framework to improve PET image enhancement of small
moving targets (Kesner et al., 2014). These methods utilize motion information
derived directly from raw acquisition PET data. Most of the data-driven gating
research has focused on respiratory and not on cardiac motion because the pumping
motion can be robustly handled by ECG signal based gating. Data-driven motion
control techniques have been a long time under development process, and those have
been estimated to provide a fast, inexpensive, and potentially robust systems for
motion handling in PET (Kesner et al., 2014). Buther et al have shown that list-mode
data-driven segmented centre-of-mass method can provide similar respiratory and
cardiac gating information of heart motion during the PET scan than with external
ECG or respiratory signal based methods (Büther et al., 2009). Buther et al have also
shown that detection of lung or liver tumour motion is feasible with the list-mode
data-driven PET gating methods (Büther et al., 2010). In the review article, Kesner
et al. outlines that the resulting implications of data-driven motion control could be
improved SUV measurements, lesion detection, CAD applications and motion
characterization (Kesner et al., 2014). Recently at least one commercial operator
have implemented in their newest PET/CT vendor data-driven motion control
strategy for the cardiac motion elimination. This software, called as CardioFreezeTM
Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc., has marketed to reduce cardiac PET image
blur from both cardiac and respiratory motion using only the external ECG trigger
information for gating.
When gating methods are applied for motion elimination also the additional
motion correction algorithms are then needed to reserve the statistics (Blume et al.,
2012; Dawood et al., 2013). These motion correction methods should be based on
the information of contraction and respiratory motion amplitudes and patterns
between different gating phases. Our study group in Turku PET Centre was involved
in the study where anatomical information of CT were successfully used for motion
correction of dual gated cardiac PET images. Motion of myocardium was reduced,
CNR was increased and target size was reduced when the motion correction methods
were applied (Klén R et al., 2016). Catana has reported a comprehensive analysis of
motion correction options for PET imaging (Catana, 2015). Catana has outlined the
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differences between pre-reconstruction, during reconstruction and postreconstruction techniques for motion compensation of dual gated PET data. Postreconstruction PET data driven approaches as optical flow algorithms have been
proposed for deriving the motion field from the dual gated PET images (Dawood et
al., 2008). Lamare et al. have been studied different post-reconstruction schemes of
combining cardiac gated PET data in order to identify the best strategy to reconstruct
motion free PET images from dual gated PET acquisitions (Lamare et al., 2014).
They find significant benefits from both affine or elastic model based motion
compensation approaches in both respiratory only or dual gated cardiac PET imaging
setups in terms of image SNR and contrast values. Feng et al have published motion
correction study for 4D cardiac PET images applying realistic XCAT phantom
Monte Carlo simulations, where they compared non-rigid dual respiratory and
cardiac motion correction methods after, during, and before image reconstruction
(Feng et al., 2016). Their results showed that all three motion correction methods for
dual gated PET data provided substantial improvement in the quality of 4D cardiac
gated PET images as compared with no motion correction. Their conclusion were
that when the goal is to reduce scan time or patient radiation dose during or before
reconstruction applied motion correction provides a good compromise between
image quality and computational times. In this current study, unfortunately, we did
not have similar motion compensation algorithms available that we would applied to
our dual gated cardiac PET data to combine all the data together and thus improve
the image quality in terms of higher SNR values. However, our spirometry based
lung volume change approach is one potential option for the more accurate
individual respiratory motion handling in cardiac PET imaging due to individually
optimal choice for the number of respiratory gates. In case of vulnerable plaque
imaging contraction motion compensation is more demanding challenge due to fact
that motion patterns are very rapid and different part of coronary vessels move in
different phase and magnitude than other part of the vessels (Wang et al., 1999).

6.9

Future challenges and opportunities in small
target cardiac PET and PET/MR imaging

The main limiting factor with analogic PET scanner for small target lesion detection
is the relatively low spatial resolution that is around 4 to 5 mm (Germano et al.,
2016). To improve the quality of small target PET imaging new reconstruction and
hardware configuration has been recently prosed and also included in clinical
routine. State of art in total body PET scanner, which long axial FOV covers the
entire patient’s body, has recently reviewed by Vandenberghe et al. (Stefaan
Vandenberghe et al., 2020). They concludes that total body PET will improve
imaging sensitivity up to factors 10-40 times when compared to standard 20 cm axial
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FOV PET scanner. Hui et al. has published preliminary results of total body PET
and they have reported that the system can have excellent delineation of small
structures and lesions in PET (Hui et al., 2020). They emphasize the potential of the
total body PET where the sensitivity gain offers the ability to perform thoracic PET
imaging during a single breath-hold without motion artefacts. This would improve
evaluation of lung cancers and small cardiac structures in PET images. The
principles and advances of the recent ToF PET imaging are comprehensively
reviewed by Vandenberghe et al (S. Vandenberghe et al., 2016). Including ToF
information in PET reconstruction has shown to reduce background noise and to
improve lesion-detection performance with high statistical power already at small
number of iterations in phantom studies (Kadrmas et al., 2009a; Kadrmas et al.,
2009b). Noteworthy is that the scanners which has same size crystal detectors the
ToF reconstruction does not improve the spatial resolution of PET image (Jakoby et
al., 2011). However, in clinical oncological studies better definition of small lesions,
especially lower liver and lung lesion contrasts (El Fakhri et al, 2011), and noise
reduction has reported to be improved when ToF is included in PET reconstruction
(Lois et al., 2010). Benefits of ToF improvements have also shown to be linearly
related with body-mass-index value of the patient (Lois et al., 2010). Advances in
physics and technology of ToF PET have been recently reviewed by Schaart. He
outlines the improvements in the ToF detectors, which are based on fast, bright,
inorganic scintillators, and silicon based photomultipliers, which have widely
displaced big analogic PMTs (Schaart, 2021). Surti and Karp have published review
article in this spring where they introduce the latest commercial PET/CT scanners
and those novel technologies and performances, that can reach up to 50 ps
coincidence timing resolution (Surti & Karp, 2021). In myocardial perfusion PET
imaging it has been also shown that ToF imaging results in contrast improvement,
emphasized apical thinning and increased uptake in the lateral wall for N-13
ammonia (Tomiyama et al., 2015).
Lassen et al. have published a review article where they discuss recent advances
in cardiac and respiratory gating and provide an overview of the most promising
recent developments in the field (Lassen, Kwiecinski, & Slomka, 2019). Recently
Lassen et al. have published data-driven motion detection and compensation method
for coronary 18F-NaF PET imaging (Lassen, Kwiecinski, Cadet, et al., 2019). They
found out that risk of patient repositioning, ie. gross patient motion (GPM), during
up to 30 min PET scan is considerable in coronary PET imaging. They reported that
automated retrospective data-driven GPM compensation is feasible and should be
considered for coronary PET imaging. Lassen et al. have also shown that joint
corrections for cardiac, respiratory and GPM in combination with background blood
pool corrections markedly improve test-retest reproducibility of coronary 18F-NaF
PET (Lassen, Kwiecinski, Dey, et al., 2019).
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Resolution recovery method as 3D modeling of scanner-specific point spread
function (PSF) is another new improvement that is included into PET reconstruction
to predict the input signal during the reconstruction. The modeling of the response
point spread function has reported to improve both spatial resolution and noise
properties of PET image (Panin et al., 2006). Furthermore, Akamatsu et al have
shown that a combination of PSF modeling and ToF can improve PET image quality
in terms of SNR, and thus using either lower injected activity or shorter acquisition
times allows to obtain good image quality (Akamatsu et al., 2012). Nowadays both
ToF and resolution recovery (PSF) methods are implemented in the latest PET
scanners by all major vendors and these options have possibility to improve small
target cardiac imaging accuracy in near future.
Integration of MR and PET has potential to improve cardiac PET imaging, but it
is technically demanding (Quick, 2014). For example standard PET detectors could
not be placed in the isocenter of an MRI scanner because of their scintillation crystal
blocks read out by photomultiplier tubes (PMT), which are highly susceptible to
magnetic fields (Pichler et al., 2008). However, vendors have introduced solid state
PET detectors featuring digital silicon photomultipliers or avalanche photodiodes,
which allows simultaneous PET/MR imaging with the new hybrid PET/MRscanners.
First generation of integrated PET/MR imaging devices uses avalanche photodiode
PET detector, which have more limited temporal performance and spatial resolution
compared with standard photomultiplier detectors. Second generation of integrated
devices using higher- performance solid-state photomultipliers that provide higher
sensitivity and temporal resolution and allow time-of-flight imaging are introduced
by many vendors (Ratib & Nkoulou, 2014). It is shown that the recent optimization
of the entire coincidence detection chain, including the use of digital SiPM, improves
the ToF PET system’s coincidence resolving time to the values of 200–400 ps
(Schaart, 2021). Thus uncertainty of the exact annihilation location along the LOR
(i.e. depth resolution) is from 3 cm to 6 cm in these state-of-the-art ToF PET systems.
It is expected that the development and application of advanced triggering,
nonrigid motion correction, and AC methods will have a substantial impact on
PET/MR cardiac imaging in general and more specific in myocardial tissue
quantification (Fieseler et al., 2013; Quick, 2014). As opposed to PET/CT, MR data
in PET/MR can be acquired simultaneously to PET data acquisition. This inherently
leads to less deviation and gross motion between both imaging modalities when
compared with PET/CT imaging (Brendle et al., 2013). The accuracy of MR based
AC in cardiac PET has shown to be comparable with CT based AC (Vontobel et al.,
2015). Catana has made comprehensive analysis of motion correction options in
PET/MRI (Catana, 2015). For cardiac cine MR only imaging respiratory and
contraction motion correction with real-time respiratory self-gating combined with
ECG-gating has been shown to be feasible (Uribe et al., 2007). Even more advanced
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image based navigation techniques have shown to be possible to apply for non-linear
respiratory motion correction in coronary MR angiography imaging, obviating the
need for respiratory gating (Henningsson & Botnar, 2013). A joint cardiac and
respiratory motion estimation for motion corrected cardiac PET-MR has recently
shown to provide more accurate motion estimation than using either modality
separately (Kolbitsch et al., 2018). Data-driven, projection-based respiratory motion
compensation of cardiac PET data has recently shown to be feasible without external
motion tracking devices for PET/CT and PET/MR imaging (Lassen et al., 2020). In
simultaneous PET-MR cardiac imaging Petibon et al have shown that it is feasible
to incorporate both tagged-MR derived non rigid myocardial wall motion and PSF
correction directly into the PET system matrix to improve PET image quality
(Petibon et al., 2013). However, while tagged-MRI is optimal for measuring
myocardial motion, it might not be the most efficient technique to track movements
of coronary arteries (Petibon et al., 2014). Because coronary vessels are typically
enclosed within an adipose matrix, Petibon et al have proposed MR based coronary
motion correction technique for improved 18F-FDG-PET coronary plaque imaging
in simultaneous cardiac phantom PET-MR imaging (Petibon et al., 2014). In their
study they estimated respiratory and contraction motion fields for coronary vessels
and heart, obtained from non-rigid registration of dynamic fat-MRI volumes, and
incorporated those fields within the motion corrected framework of statistical
iterative PET reconstruction. Significant improvements in terms of plaque contrast
recovery and detectability were achieved as compared to conventional
reconstruction techniques such as gating and motion uncorrected reconstruction
methods. Thus it is predicted that PET/MRI could help characterize atherosclerotic
plaques and differentiate plaques with a high risk of rupture from stable plaques
(Petibon et al., 2014; Ratib & Nkoulou, 2014).
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Conclusions

In this study the specific dual gated cardiac PET-method was developed,
programmed and implemented. Benefits of the quantitative DG PET-method was
studied with phantoms, minipigs and CAD patients.
The cardiac phantom PET study showed that small, active and moving plaques
can be distinguished from myocardium activity, and the PET gating methods
improved the detection sensitivity and resolution of the plaques. The DG PETmethod improved the quantitative detection of small artificial coronary plaques of
minipigs, and focal 18F-FDG uptake lesion in the LAD vessel wall of the CAD
patient when compared to standard gating PET methods. MRI and 18F-FDG cardiac
PET studies showed that the spirometry based lung volume signal has good linear
relation with motions of the cardiac vessels and the myocardium, correspondingly.
Standard 3-lead ECG connections specified thoracic impedance signal is feasible for
amplitude-based respiratory gated cardiac PET. The impedance signal based gating
method detects the similar myocardium motion amplitude and motion pattern in
respiratory gated cardiac PET than the lung volume signal based gating method.
In clinical cardiac PET, the optimal motion handling solution should improve
diagnostic accuracy of the disease under the study, and at the same time include fast
and built-in reconstruction algorithm. Considering the latest research findings, the
PET-data-driven respiratory motion correction methods appear the most suitable
approach, together with standard ECG gating, to improve detection and correction
of cardiac motion in clinical cardiac PET. However, the effectiveness of these newly
implemented commercial applications for cardiac motion correction in PET has yet
to be determined.
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Conclusions

The specific conclusions of the studies are:

•

The results of this study shows that the self-developed dual gated cardiac
PET-method can improve the detection of small cardiac structures, as
inflammatory coronary plaques, when 18F-FDG and VHFLCPP-diet are
applied.

•

The results of this study have increased the determination and
measurement of individual cardiac movement induced by respiration.
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Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are still the most common cause of
death in Finland. A rupture of a coronary artery plaque can lead to
sudden death in an asymptomatic young person. Early individual
identification in individuals at increased risk of vulnerable coronary
plaque rupture could reduce premature mortality. At one time it
could diminish unneccessary human suffering and improve Finnish
society’s ability to function by decreasing the number of work years
lost prematurely. The aim of this dissertation was to investigate
whether it is possible to detect these vulnerable coronary plaques
applying a dual gated cardiac motion correction approach to a
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of heart. This dissertation showed that the dual gated cardiac PET method improves
detection of small cardiac structures, such as coronary vessel wall
pathology. Further studies of the role of PET imaging are needed
for early detection of an asymptomatic CVD patient at risk of the
plaque rupture.
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